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SAFE SEED PLEDGE

Agriculture and seeds provide the basis upon which our lives depend. We must protect this
foundation as a safe and genetically stable source for future generations. For the benefit of all
farmers, gardeners and consumers who want an alternative, we pledge that we do not knowingly
buy or sell genetically engineered seeds or plants. The mechanical transfer of genetic material
outside of natural reproductive methods and between genera, families or kingdoms, poses great
biological risks as well as economic, political and cultural threats. We feel that genetically
engineered varieties have been insufficiently tested prior to public release. More research and
testing is necessary to further assess the potential risks of genetically engineered seeds.
Greta’s Organic Gardens, 399 River Road, Ottawa, Ontario K1V 1C9, Canada Tel: 613-5218648

e-mail: greta@seeds-organic.com
web-site: www.seeds-organic.com
Shipping & handling is 5.00$ for orders up to 50.00$, 7.00$ up to 100.00$, 10.00$ over 100.00$.
We accept Canadian personal checks, money order,
Visa and Mastercard
ALL SEEDS ARE ORGANICALLY GROWN, OPEN-POLLINATED AND UNTREATED

certified organic by Ecocert Canada
NO GENETICALLY ENGINEERED SEEDS
Larger Quantities are available on website

We offer many old-fashioned varieties, which we have grown and tried to have some good tasting
vegetables to offer you. We grow plants for their uniqueness in taste and look, different colors and
shapes and most of them we find in old- fashioned plants. Check website for more varieties
By growing these older varieties you will help to preserve our vegetable heritage which is rapidly
being replaced by hybrids and genetically altered varieties
Larger Quantities available on website www.seeds-organic.com

All seed packs are $3.50 Canadian

Amaranth 11
Asparagus 11
Beans 11
Beets 13
Berries 13
Broccoli 14
Cabbage 14
Carrots 14
Cauliflower 14
Celery 14
Citron 14
Collard 14
Corn 15
Cucumber 15
Eggplants 15
Fennel 16
Flax 16
Flowers 27

Gourds 16
Greens 16
Groundcherry 16
Herbs 27
Kale 17
Kohlrabi 17
Leeks 17
Lentils 17
Lettuce 17
Melons 19
Mustards 19
Okra 19
Onions 20
Oriental vegetables 20
Parsnip 20
Peas 20
Peppers 21
Pumpkins 22
Quinoa 22

Radishes 22
Rapini 23
Rhubarb 23
Rutabaga 23
Sorghum 23
Spinach 23
Squash, summer 23
Squash, winter 245
Swiss Chard 24
Tobacco 25
Tomatillos 25
Tomatoes, cherry 3
Tomatoes, dwarf 11
Tomatoes, paste 4
Tomatoes, slicing 5
Turnip 25
Watermelons 25
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CHERRY TOMATOES BLACK

~50 seeds/3.50$

1005- Black Cherry. Indeterminate. 65 days to maturity. Color is a deep red, with blackish hues. Flavor is sweet, much like other cherry
tomatoes, and very full-flavored.
1073- Black Zebra Cherry. 70 days Tomato with dark red skin and green stripes. Tomatoes are amazingly firm, but they are also very
good tasting Round, 3-4 cm wide fruits with dark red flesh. Compact plants, about 40 cm high, determinate.
1103- Chocolate Cherry. 70 days. The super productive, indeterminate plants produce trusses of 2-3cm round fruit nonstop.
1122- Chocolate Pear tomato. 70 days. Expect huge crops of “black,” pear shaped tomatoes over a very long season. Chocolate Pear
has the rich tomato flavor that has made heirlooms so popular!
1107- Evan’s Purple Pear. Midseason 70-80 days. indet. potato leaf. Good to very good production, great disease tolerance typical of
potato leaf. 2-3 oz. cluster, purple pear shaped fruit, with excellent sweet rich flavor.
PINK

~50 seeds/3.50$

1067-Cherry Brandywine. Wonderful Brandywine flavor, but a month before its big sister! Cute little dark pink cherry type fruit, round,
slightly flattened, ranging in size from 2,5 to 4,5 cm. 65 days.
1220- Ditmarsher: 55 days. Very dwarf 30cm plant with sprawling habit, is good in hanging baskets. Good yield of tasty, oval, pink cherry
tomatoes.
1055- Mini Rose. (Ottawa 85) vigorous bushy det. plant with regular foliage, high yield of medium size pink cherry fruits, excellent taste,
great cherry for a large container.
1105- Napa Rose Very productive and unique pink cherry tomato. Great looking with a very good flavor that is sweet rich. Early
1090- Oddshape. Nearly square pink fruits. Dull skin like Ghost cherry. Good taste, Indeterminate
1060- Sub-arctic cherry: Big producer of 2cm pink fruits. Plants are 50cm tall. Great for hanging baskets. 55 days. Determinate.
1070- Valley Girl. Heirloom. Purplish pink large cherries with real sweetness when fully ripe. Productive. Indeterminate. 75 days.
1006- Whippersnapper. Pink-red sweet cherry fruits. Good yield for a small 30cm plant, up to 100 fruits. Excellent for containers with a
trailing habit. No pruning or staking. Easy. Determinate. 50 days.
RED

~50 seeds/3.50$

1470– Chadwick: Large for a cherry tomato, the fruits are borne in clusters of 6, have great tomato flavor and few seeds. 80 days.
Indeterminate.
1045- Farthest North. A very early and prolific cherry tomato that sets fruit in cool temperatures. Good for containers and northern areas.
Determinate. (50 days from transplant)
1370- Fox: very productive, large red cherry tomato. Good flavor. 70 days. Indeterminate.
1004-Gardener’s Delight. Cherry-sized, red fruits on vigorous vines bearing grape-like trusses of 6-12 at a time. Excellent rich, sweet
flavor. Indeterminate. 65 days.
1040- Matt's Wild: These small cherry tomatoes are packed with more taste than you can believe! 1cm deep red, round fruits have a
tender, smooth texture, and loads of sweet, full flavor. High sugar content. In Eastern Mexico they grow wild. Indeterminate. 60 days.
1053- Northern Delight. 55 days, det., bush plant, loads of smallish red fruit, slightly elongated, 2cm, 5-6 fruits in cluster, juicy, not sweet,
for those who like acidic tomatoes, extremely productive,
1050- Peacevine: Selected from sweet 100. High vitamin C content 75 days.
Indeterminate.
1068-Petit Moineau - A red currant type tomato with clusters of tiny red fruit, very sweet. This precious little gem has been cultivated in the
Chateauguay region of Quebec since at least the 1950’s. Indeterminate. (75 days from transplant)
1030- Red Cherry: Indeterminate. 75-80 days. A winner in flavor. Among the early red cherry varieties with a unique rich tomato taste. The
bright-red 2 - 3cm fruit is firm and does not crack.
1020- Red Pear: Pear shaped cherry tomato. Good flavor, low acid. indeterminate, 1.5m plant. Known since 1800. 75 days.
1014- Remy Rouge. Determinate. This cherry tomato is from France. The small cherries are incredibly sweet. The very productive plants
are quite attractive too. Plant is 50-60cm 65 days
1008- Rideau Sweet. One of the best tasting red cherry tomatoes and extremely productive. Very small seed compared to other tomatoes;
Indeterminate. (70 days from transplant).
1460-Riesentraube The sweet red fruit grow in large clusters and the name means "Giant Bunch of Grapes" in German. Large plants
produce massive yields.75 days.
1025- Roma Cherry Tomato, 75-80 days The 2 cm fruits are similar in appearance to the “grape" tomatoes found in markets, but the
sweet, spicy flavor of this very productive variety makes it a better choice.
Indeterminate
1049- Scarlet Gem. 60 days, indet. regular leaf, wonderful, sweet red cherry, delightful, appealing taste,
1007- Sprite tomato- Small compact plant produces high yields of small red oval grape tomatoes. This is a shorter plant for small gardens.
The tomato is sweet with thin skin. 60 days.
1010- Sugar Cherry: Very sweet, red 2 cm fruit. Real tomato flavor. Indeterminate. 65 days.
1001- Sugar lump 70 days – This old German heirloom is exceptionally sweet and high yielding! The deep red fruits are 2 cm in diameter
and grow in clusters of 6 to 12 fruits. Indeterminate.
1360-Tiny Tim. Produces small fruits approximately 2.5 cm in size, having a very good flavor. This variety is compact and ideal for growing
in pots on the widow ledge, on the patio and in widow boxes. Determinate, 55 days
1420- Tommy Toe. Midseason. One taste of this red cherry tomato and you will see why it is one of Australia’s most popular varieties.
Tommy Toe will usually set 12-16 different sized fruit per truss. 70-80 days
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1093-Tumbling Tom red. Perfect for tubs and patio containers, cascading out of a hanging basket. Cherry sized, sweet and juicy fruits are
produced in abundance throughout the summer. 50 days.
1019- Washington Cherry. Large red cherry with heavy yield. Compact plant. Globe- shaped, 3 cm fruits have a deep red color, thickwalled, meaty, and flavorful, with good keeping quality on or off the vine. 60 days. Determinate.
WHITE ~50 seeds/3.50$
1200- Ghost Cherry’ Heirloom. Big white-yellow cherries are borne in profusion in mid season with a great sweet taste. For salads or to
eat off the vine. Indeterminate. 75 days.
1121- Ivory Pear Tomato 75-80 days. Cute little 1 oz fruits are ivory-cream in color, shaped like little pears. Plants are very high yielders!
Charming when served combined with Yellow or Red Pear types.
1023- Snow White Cherry: 65 days, pale yellow cherry tomato, indeterminate. Very productive, super healthy plants. Sweet, crisp, juicy,
great in salads and for snacking off the vine.
1190- White Rabbit. Heirloom. Large plants produce copious white pea-sized fruits in mid season. Indeterminate. 75 days.
YELLOW
50 seeds/3.50$
1110- Aunt Ruby's Yellow Cherry: Very sweet flavor. 75 days
1106- Barry’s Crazy Cherry. Huge clusters of pale yellow, oval shaped cherry tomatoes. Very good, sweet
1300- Blondkopchen. 75-80 days from transplant, gold cherry hanging in clusters like grapes, very productive. Small goldenyellow fruits with excellent sweet taste. Indeterminate.
1350- Chello. Golden yellow, sweet, mellow 2 cm fruits. Very prolific. Determinate. 60-70 days
1260- Coyote: Indeterminate, very prolific. Small yellow fruits.60 days. Said to be a wild variety from Vera Cruz Mexico.
1041- Dark Orange Muscat. Indeterminate, unique dark orange cherry, green inside, shoulders are brownish, sweet fruity flavor. 65 days.
1430- Gajo de Melon. It was early with its first fruit and didn’t stop. The flavor runs somewhere between a cherry and a beefsteak. Large
cherry. 80 days
1130- Gold Nugget: Determinate. 60 days. Bushes grow 1m and are covered with 2cm diameter, round, yellow tomatoes with a rich sweet
taste when fully ripe.
1410- Ildi: Up to 1,5 m plant, dark yellow fruits. 60 days Indeterminate. These fruits mature quickly and are borne in huge clusters of up to
75
1095- Mini Orange. 65 days. Indeterminate. Medium length vines produce an abundance of miniature orange tomatoes, 3-4 cm in
diameter. Flavor is mild and slightly tangy.
1021- Sundrop. 70 days. Indeterminate. This variety produces small, oval, juicy, orange fruits weighing up to 35g. It is very productive and
has good resistance to splitting.
1102- Sweet orange II- aka Orange Cherry. Huge crops of 2 cm orange, round cherries. One of the best tasting, most prolific cherry
tomatoes. Very, very flavorful and crack resistant. 70 days. Ind.
1092-Tumbling Tom Yellow. Patio variety. Spreading, bushy habit, and prolific crops. Require no staking or removal of side shoots, and
are excellent under cloches.50 days.
1240- Yellow Grape. Excellent yields of sweet, golden fruits in mid season, just made for snacking. Indeterminate. 75 days.
1120- Yellow Pear: Yellow pear shaped fruits. Indeterminate. Heirloom from 1800, with very low acid and a mild, sweet flavor. Produces
clusters of 2-3 cm fruits all summer long. 75 days.
1002- Yellow Plum. Heirloom. Oblong, 2cm yellow fruits are clustered tightly on the vine. Sweet taste. Good yield from vigorous plants.
Indeterminate. 70-75 days.
OTHER COLORS ~50 seeds/3.50$
1108- Amethyst Cream. Lovely white cherry with purple splashes on the top. Great flavor, delicate but complex. Big
production. Sunburn, crack resistant. Great hang time and shelf life.
1752- Blueberry. Indet. but compact plants with dark purple stems and regular foliage. High producer of small 2-3 cm round red fruits with
very dark blue / purple shoulders that develop when fruits are exposed to UV light
1003- Blue Tears. Tiny cherry tomato, blue vine, variable amount of blue on the skin of the fruit. Red flesh. High Yielding.
1160- Cherokee Green Grape The fruit are big sized grape shaped cherry tomatoes. They develop an amber blush when ripe. They are a
sweet variety.
1101- Dancing with Smurfs Blue cherry. 80 days. Lots of tomatoes, sparse foliage to allow sun to penetrate deeply
1390- Green Doctors: early, round green cherry. Indeterminate, good yield, excellent, sweet/tart flavor. 75 days
1180- Green Grape: Unique grape-like yellowish-green cherry tomatoes on extremely productive, bushy plants, addictive, spicy, fullflavored, sweet 2-3 cm fruits. Indeterminate, 75 days.
1043- Green Zebra cherry. Indet. Smaller version of Green Zebra, excellent flavor, good yield. 75 days.
1100- Isis Candy Cherry: German heirloom. Gorgeous fruits are marbled with red.. Plants are loaded with 3 cm fruits on short trusses in
double rows of 6-8. Indeterminate, 70 days.
1280- Sara Goldstar: 2-3 cm golden fruits with reddish tint, very sweet, of the nice rich color. Indeterminate, 80 days.
PASTE TOMATOES 50 seeds/3.50$
1500- Amish Paste. Amish heirloom. Produces 150-200g red fruits that are oxheart to almost teardrop-shaped. Meaty fruits are juicy and
have really outstanding flavor. Good for sauce or fresh eating. Indeterminate, 70-85 days.
1650- Bellstar. Northern favorite. The medium-sized, avg. 100g square-round red fruits. Compact plant with a concentrated early set.
Determinate. 65 Days
1502- Campbell. Medium large firm, crack tolerant fruits. Good for market and canning with good flavor and texture. Apple green
shoulders on bright red fruits. Determinate. 70 days. VF.
1590- Casady’s Folly. Indeterminate, mid season. It is a beautiful elongated striped tomato, bred by Tom Wagner. This might be a good
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candidate for a Chef’s garnish or as a drying tomato. Good flavor and one of the most beautiful tomatoes
2940 – Cornu Des Andes: The pepper-shaped fruits are meaty with few seeds and rich flavor. The growth is semi-determinate. From
transplant: 75 days
1740- Green Sausage. Truly unique, beautiful elongated 10 cm fruits that are green with yellow stripes. Rich, sweet flavor, and produce
fruit in great abundance. Determinate, 75 days.
1670- Heinz 1350VF. 75 days. Determinate. Round fruits average 180-200g, are uniform ripening, and have good crack resistance. 'Heinz
1350' is a productive garden variety with concentrated fruit set and excellent qualities as a processing tomato for canning or cooking.
1730-Heinz 1439 variety developed for canning and process industry. It produces a strong determinate, productive, wilt tolerant plants. A
good mid-season variety that produces large, firm, globular, red fruits grow to about 170g. Fine taste and crack resistant. (V.F.) 70-80 days
1630- Italian Gold. Make rich tomato sauce with these delicious, meaty fruits on compact plants. Also good to eat raw. Prolific quantities of
150g (6oz) fruits in mid season. Indeterminate. 75 days. (VF)
1620- Kenosha. indet., regular leaf, 170-200g red paste type fruit, excellent plus flavor, high yield, outstanding taste, very meaty, few
seeds, 75-80 days.
1640– Napoli VF Fiaschetto: determinate. Heavy producer, red plum tomato, excellent taste. 80 days.
1560- Opalka: Brought to Amsterdam, New York around 1900 from Poland. Phenomenal set of red paste tomatoes, excellent fresh flavor.
Very few seeds, great tomato for processing. Indeterminate, 85 days.
1786- Oregon Star. Oregon Star plants are determinate, Average fruit weight 230 g, The occurrence of seeds in fruits of Oregon Star and
Oregon Pride varied with season and location. Both cultivars are resistant to race 1 of Verticillium dahliae."They produce large, nearly
seedless fruit with paste tomato characteristics. They are early varieties and set fruit well under cool conditions. 75-85 days
1787- Oregon Pride. Oregon Pride is similar to Oregon Star except that its first fruit ripens up to 1 week earlier, and fruits are smaller
(~160 g). Both cultivars are resistant to race 1 of Verticillium dahliae. They produce large, nearly seedless fruit with paste tomato
characteristics.They are early varieties and set fruit well under cool conditions. 70-80 days
1530- Principe Borghese: Italian heirloom used for sun-drying. Superb color and flavor when dehydrated. Plants need support due to
hundreds of fruits. Determinate, 75 days from transplant.
1524 Paste mix. Mix of different paste tomatoes.
154- Purple Russian. Plum- shaped fruits are 8-10 cm long and weigh 130-150g. Great taste, sweet and meaty. Very productive.
Indeterminate, 80 days.
1600- Roma: determinate plant, red paste type, heavy yield. Meaty flesh with few seeds make it perfect for canning. Compact vines
produce 8-10 tomatoes per pound. Disease resistant. 70 days
1660- Romeo. Healthy indeterminate vines. Surpasses all other giant red Roma varieties for earliness, size uniformity, kitchen value, and
disease resistance. With its uniform ripening fruit routinely in the 4-900 g range. 75-80 days
1520- San Marzano: mid-season. 8 cm long red rectangular fruits. Very meaty. Classic Italian paste variety, with rich tomato flavor.
Thought by some to make the world's finest sauce.. Large plants yield heavily. 75 days.
1521- San Marzano Lampadina 2. They are perfect for canning or making pastes and sauces. The vines are vigorous and indeterminate,
with excellent disease resistance. The fruits also keep for ages due to their low water content. Indeterminate (vine) Matures in 78-85 days.
1522 - San Marzano nano (2 1/2 oz.) This is a good saladette type tomato, best eaten in salad or bruschetta or fresh salsa. It is a beautiful
deep red and very uniform. Although determinate the fruit doesn't ripen all at once. Great for home gardens and farmers markets. 85 days.
1523 - Scatalone. Mid-late indeterminate. Heavy producer. A San Marzano type paste tomato from Lazio. Huge, refined San Marzano
type tomato with a lot of pulp and flavor Characteristic of many Italian tomatoes, this ripens from the inside out. Indeterminate.
1085- Sicilian Saucer – A beautiful Sicilian heirloom with huge ribbed beefsteak type fruit that average 900 g but can grow much larger.
Indeterminate, regular leaf foliage. (90 days from transplant)
1710- Speckled Roma . Gorgeous 7 cm wide by 13 cm long fruits with jagged orange and yellow stripes. Meaty, great tomato taste, ideal
for processing. Very productive, few seeds. Indeterminate, 85 days from transplant.
157- Wonder Light. Heirloom, Russian. (Choodosvyeta/Limon-Liana, Lemon Plum) Yellow 60g (2oz) fruits look just like a lemon with a
pointed end. Firm flesh almost like a paste tomato and few seeds. Use for sauce or salads. Vigorous with a good yield in late season.
Indeterminate. 80 days.
SLICING TOMATOES GREEN 50 seeds/3.50$
1950 Aunt Ruby’s German Green: Beefsteak fruits, 12 cm diameter, weigh one pound or more. Sweet juicy flesh, refreshing flavor.
Indeterminate, 80 days from transplant.
2090- Evergreen: Fruits has yellow/green skin. Flesh is green when ripe. Very good flavor, medium size Indeterminate. 80 days.
2120- Green Zebra: Green 4-6 cm fruits with various shades of yellow to yellowish-green stripes, sweet zingy flavor. Very productive
plants, Indeterminate, 75-80 days.
2920- Lime Green Salad. Heirloom. Small plants are prolific producing good quantities of 100g fruits with chartreuse flesh early in the
season. Indeterminate. 58 days.
1853- Malachite box. 70 days. This early, light-to-olive green, medium-sized tomato has succulent bright green flesh that is very flavorful
and tasty. Plants are productive even in the north.
1778- Michael Pollan Odd shaped mutant from green zebra. Taste is very different from the Green Zebra. Much less tartness, more mild
with good sweetness. 80 days
RED 50 seeds/3.50$
1051- Alacrity 60-70 days, det., regular leaf, 1- 200 g round red fruit., heat will limit fruit-set, tasty, early.
2907- Alicante. Medium sized, round, full-bodied, red fruits borne from this highly productive heirloom variety. These tomatoes were an
English favorite boiled for breakfast. Good old tomato flavor. 70 Days Heirloom. Indeterminate
2220- Andrew Rahart Jumbo. The healthy plants produce heavy yields of deep red beefsteaks that average 500 g. A great slicer that is
very dense and meaty with exceptional taste and aroma. Indeterminate. (80 days from transplant).
1079- Aussie. Fruits routinely weigh 5-900 g and grow on large, vigorous plants. Great for slicing, sandwiches and anything that calls for
huge fruits! Originally from Australia. Indeterminate. 80-85 days.
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1058- Bibor. Cocktail tomato about 4 to 5 cm, bright red, nicely flavored: tangy, sweet and aromatic. Tomatoes grow in clusters of 8 to 10
1081- Bizhiki Greenhouse. Uniform, bright red, globe shaped fruits have a diameter of 5-8cm or greater with no cracking.
1796 - Blumen beefsteak(12 oz.) Extra large, meaty and ribbed deep-scarlet fruit. 90 days.
2030- Bonny Best: Old-fashioned flavor. Red 170-250 g fruits. Medium size plant. Early 1900. Indeterminate. 75 days.
1024- Box Car Willie. What this variety offers is a very heavy crop of good-sized, smooth red tomatoes with delicious flavor, ranging from
150-250g, providing excellent tasting fruit for a variety of uses throughout a long season. Indeterminate. 80 days.
2950- Brag. Indeterminate plant with 5-900g red fruits. Very productive plants. 80 days.
2040- Brandywine red-Large beefsteak, juicy. Introduced before 1885. This oversized beauty is considered by many to be the finest of all
heirloom tomatoes. Thin-skinned variety has flavorful, non-acid fruits. Indeterminate, potato-leafed vine. (75-90 days)
1760- Burbank: Delicious slicing tomato developed around 1915 by plant genius Luther Burbank. Stocky bushes yield many 5- 6 cm fruits.
Does well in drier climates. Does not need to be trellised.75 days.
2560- Burgess’ Earliest and best: early good taste, prolific. Indeterminate. 70 days.
1048- Burnley Bounty. 75 days. An Australian heirloom that produces 8-10cm red oblate fruits. Produces good yields of tasty fruit. An
indeterminate variety that needs staking as it grows to 1.5m
1790- Burwood Prize. 75-80 days, indet., potato leaf, small red, 50-100g, fruits are very juicy, very good flavor. High yields.
1026- Bush Beefsteak. A wonderful, compact and prolific, short bushy plant that grows to 1m, yields huge amounts of very early
producing 200g beefsteak tomatoes in clusters. A very popular variety for shorter growing regions. Days: 62. Determinate.
1910- Carmello: red, medium fruit, meaty and tasty, indeterminate. Great for containers. 75 days.
2980- Clark's Early Jewel. Indeterminate. Excellent flavor. Red, round tomatoes in groups of 3-5. 70 days.
2070- Costoluto Genovese: Large flat red fruits. Fresh or sauce. Indeterminate. Italian heirloom. 80 days.
1078- Crimson Sprinter. Medium-sized 150- 200g fruits are abundant and ripen nicely on the vine. Crimson Sprinter is the earliest
maturing cultivar to carry the famous 'crimson gene' with notably high lycopene content. Holds well due to its thick skin. Semi- determinate.
65 days
2080- Cuostralee, mid-season. Super taste, great flavor. Heavy set of 900g oval red fruits. Indeterminate. 80 days
1855 Datterino. Another excellent heirloom variety (small-medium) sized, ideal tomato for growing in baskets and/or containers. Sweet
delicious fruit 1-2 inch in diameter. Easy to grow and naturally trailing 18 inches tall. Indeterminate. 62 days
2770- Delicious: Indeterminate plants bear huge, round, scarlet-red fruits. Excellent slicing tomato. 80 days.
2650- Glamour. Deep oblate bright red, thick- walled, crack-resist fruits to 150g. Good taste. Does well in hot, dry areas, released in 1957.
Indeterminate. 70-75 days
2740- Grosse Lisse. 75-85 days. A real old favorite - one of the most popular staking varieties with medium to large globe-shaped fruits.
Very reliable. Introduced in Germany in 1870, it's name means 'Large Smooth'. 170- 300g fruits. Good taste.
1798- Harbinger. (1910) One of the oldest and best flavored tomatoes with a smooth thin skin. Ideal for ripening off the plant and of a
classic flavor lost in many modern types. Ind. 70-75 days
1075- Latah. Very early bright red tomato that average about 5cm across. The flavor is good and better than many of the super early
varieties. Indeterminate. (50 days from transplant)
1780 Legend. 68 days. Legend has shown some tolerance of late blight fungi US8 and US11. So even in the most virulent areas,
gardeners have a chance of harvesting ripe tomatoes. The big, 4-5 inch, parthenocarpic fruit are glossy red, with a uniform round shape.
Determinate.
2850- Livingstone’s favorite: Fruits are smooth with exceptional flavor and color. The growth is indeterminate. 80 days.
2902- Manitoba. 60 days - A very popular extra early variety from Canada, for those with short growing seasons! The bright red fruits are
smooth and firm, and weigh 170g each. A great variety for container growing. Determinate
2750- Marmande: heavy yield of medium sized red tomatoes. Early, good flavor.
Indeterminate plant. 70-75 days.
1785- Mother. Medium to large red tomato. Flavorful, sweet, productive and early. Indeterminate, exceptional flavor
1510- Mrs Bott’s Italian. Indeterminate. Flattish, slightly ribbed fruit, Excellent flavor, good yields. 75 days.
1789- Muchamiel ~ this Spanish heirloom has deep green shoulders to the large red fruits making these both a beautiful and a delicious
choice. 75 days, indet., 180cm plants, regular leaf, 100-150g red fruit, good tomato taste, sweet, few splits, vigorous, very productive.
2760- New Yorker: medium size, meaty and tasty. No cracking, indeterminate. 75 days
2520- N.J. Standard: extra big red, grown for competition. Biggest was 1700g, good taste too. Indeterminate. 85 days.
2710- Olympic: deep red fruits, 180-300g very good flavor, heavy yield. Det. 75 days.
1794- Oregon Spring. Medium-sized, early, cold tolerant. Avg. 170g fruit. First early harvest for cool northern or high-elevation locations.
Compact plant. 60 days
1064- Ottawa. indet., 200g fruit with a slightly pointed bottom, excellent flavor, good producer. Bred at the Experimental farm in Ottawa.
55-65 days.
1061- Ottawa 39. Nice round, red tomato, really good flavor, high yields.70 days. Determinate.
2790– Plourde: Determinate. Round 10cm fruits has very good flavor. From The Plourde family in Quebec, grown by them since 1925. 80
days.
1841- Quinte. 130 days (seed to ripe fruit). Indeterminate, 12 - 20 per plant. Diameter 2-4" (5-10 cm). Mostly spherical, smooth, carmine
red, sweet, juicy and easy to peel. No woody centre core. Plant is 5 ft. high.
2330- Red House free standing tomato- Semi-det. 75-85 days, excellent tomato for pots, very sturdy too. This one had excellent flavor
1820 Red Rose Tomato. This cross between Brandywine and Rutgers produces good yields of 6 to 10 oz. delicious dark pink fruit.
Disease and crack-resistance are inherited from Rutgers, and the tomato's taste and texture is more like that of Brandywine.
Indeterminate. 85 days.
1091- Reif Red Heart. Large red, heart-shaped fruits. Smooth 225-340g fruits are meaty, full of flavor with few seeds. Good fresh or
cooked. Indeterminate. 80 days
2870- Rodade. The determinate plants grow to a bush with a height in the region of 100 cm. The fruit is globe shaped, uniform in size,
weighing around 120 g. Rodade has high resistance to Verticillium wilt race 1, Fusarium wilt race 1 & 2 and Bacterial wilt race 1. 75-80
days
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1840- Ross Red Salad: Red, sweet and small fruits. Indeterminate. 50 days.
1550 - Rutgers. Heirloom, originally developed in 1928, refined by Rutgers Univeristy in 1943. Bright red, solid, medium 150-200g (6-8oz)
globe fruits. Rich flavor. Smooth, thick walls are crack resist. Good reliable yield making an excellent canning or slicing variety. Widely
adaptable, large disease resist plants. Determinate. 60-100 days.
1013 - Siberian. 55 days. This short but spreading determinate tomato has small red egg shaped fruit. It is early to start producing, and
very tasty for an early.
1085 - Sicilian Saucer – A beautiful Sicilian heirloom with huge ribbed beefsteak type fruit that average 2lbs but can grow much larger.
Indeterminate, regular leaf foliage. (90 days from transplant)
2270- Siletz: 55-65 days. A well-behaved plant and so generous with large, good tasting tomatoes!. A tall bush that actually keeps on
producing for a long time, starting with BIG round fruit with rich tomato flavor. V, F1.
2800- Sioux: The red fruits weigh around 180g. They are sweet yet tangy and full of rich, complex flavors. This variety sets fruits
dependably even in high temperatures. Growth is indeterminate. 70-75 days.
1096- Sophie's Choice - Originally from Edmonton, Alberta, this is an excellent determinate heirloom tomato that is very productive. The
small plants are literally covered with medium sized orange-red oblate fruit. (55 days from transplant)
2020- Stupice:. Dwarf vine does not need trellising. Czechoslovakian. Potato-leaf 120cm plants loaded with 5cm diameter fruits borne in
clusters. Extremely early, great flavor. Heavy yields all season. Produces well in northern climates. Indeterminate, 65 days
1084-Sub Arctic. 45-50 days. Plant produces good yields of 100g red tomatoes. Suitable for northern regions where season is short. Also
suitable for southern region where you can harvest the crops before insect and disease becomes a problem. Determinate. Disease
Resistant: VF.
1016- Sweet-n-Bright.The fruit are small red globes and produced in good quantity. Indet. regular leaf, high yield of perfectly round red
globes, 80-100g, very good balanced flavor. Blemish free, no cracking.
1930- Teton de Venus. 75 days. Heirloom, Navajo. Heart-shaped red tomatoes grow in pairs with a small nipple. Incredible meaty flesh
tastes as good as it looks. Indeterminate.
2290- Thessaloniki: The red, medium to large fruits are juicy, firm, mild, and of incredible flavor. Excellent keeper, very resistant to
sunscald and cracking. Developed in Greece. Needs trellising.68 days.
1057 - Tres Cantos ~ a lovely sweet flavoured salad tom first identified as being grown in the Canaries. Tres Cantos is a strong growing
indeterminate variety that will need tall canes for support
1065- Uncle Steve’s Oxheart. 70 days, indet., regular leaf, 2-500g red heart shaped fruits, good flavor, great for drying or sauce or fresh
eating.
2300- Vendor: indeterminate plant, greenhouse type to be trained to 1 branch. Crack-free tomatoes, no green shoulders, good flavor and
production.
1801-Wisconsin 55. Does best on rich soils. Excellent all-purpose tomato, great for canning. Good flavor and yields of 150-200g fruits.
Indeterminate, 75 days from transplant.
2310- Yukon: early. Red 2-3"" round fruits. Indeterminate bush need no staking
YELLOW
50 seeds/3.50$
1764- AAA Sweet Solana. Very attractive yellow with green stripes turning deep orange color with gold stripes. Some hang time ability.
Stays firm, very sweet with a hint of tropical fruit. 50-100g
1071-Amana Orange Large, peach-colored fruits reaching 450 g. Round, slightly flattened, nice looking, quite smooth with few cracking.
Sweet, subtle, slightly tangy flavor. Around 75 days.
1766- Amber. This beautiful and flavorful small tomato comes from Poland and instantly becomes a favorite when anyone sees it. Bright
colors, prolific fruit set and good flavor. Early Season. Determinate
2730 - Apelsin: Indeterminate plant. 6-12 oz. orange fruits, very good flavor. From Russia. 80 days.
1059 - Apricot. 70 days. Prolific producer of small to medium-sized yellow fruits that blush as they ripen. Slightly fuzzy skin is similar to the
popular Garden Peach tomato with the same sweet flavour - a good salad tomato.
2000- Auriga: Orange, tasty fruits. 10 times more carotene than others. 50g fruits.
Indeterminate. 70-75 days.
1846- Azoychka. 70-80 days. The fruit of this Russian heirloom are glowing lemon-yellow in color, round, flat, and weigh 6-8 ounces. They
are smooth and attractive, with flavorful flesh that has a citrusy taste: sweet, yet rich.
1782-Blonde Boar. 50-100g Round, very pale yellow / white with green stripes that turn gold. Very good flavor not found in most white
tomatoes. Good production, Mid- season.
2060- Brandywine yellow: Large beefsteak, juicy. 1 of the best tasting tomatoes.
Indeterminate. 80-90 days.
2810- Dr. Wyche’s Yellow: Meaty, few seeds, medium to large fruits. Heavy yields of 500g tomatoes with nice smooth shoulders on
healthy plants. Indeterminate, 75-80 days.
2110- Golden Delight. 65 days. Full-sized golden-orange fruits with little seed. Succulent and meaty with a sweet then slightly acidic aftertaste. Resists cracking under moist conditions. Determinate.
2590- Gold Dust: Medium sized, globe- shaped, orange-skinned and fleshed tomatoes are very firm and smooth with good flavor.
Compact plants, determinate.65 days.
1849-Golden Accordion. 75 days, indeterminate. Large (up to twenty ounce), golden-orange, deeply ribbed, oblate shaped fruits.
1088- Jaune Flamme. Beautiful apricot-shaped heirloom from France. Great for drying, retains deep orange color. Very productive, fruits
borne in clusters and weigh 50-70g, about the size of a large apricot.Indeterminate, 65 days from transplant.
1765- Jubilee is an outstanding and often forgotten orange/yellow tomato. It is a very attractive large tomato with very bright color and
often a green shoulder. It is meaty and has very few seeds. Indeterminate. 70-75 days
2908-Kelloggs Breakfast. Obtained from Darrell Kellogg of Redford, Michigan. Large beefsteak-type fruits from 1-2 pounds, juicy and
meaty and truly orange in color. Delicious rich flavor. Indeterminate, 80-90 days from transplant.
2130- Lemon Boy: Medium size, low acid yellow fruits. Very productive. 70-75 days.
1850- Lillian’s Yellow: large, pale yellow beefsteak, indeterminate. Moderate yield potato-leaf plant, producing 250-400g, clear- yellow,
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fragile, thin-skinned, globe-shaped fruits that have mildly sweet, citrusy flavors, juicy flesh and very few seeds. 80 days.
1076- Mennonite orange - Indeterminate - 80 days. A good sized beefsteak that is a beautiful orange color. Great flavor and yield.
Mennonite Heirloom.
1087-Orange Banana. 80 days. Unique, orange, banana-shaped paste tomatoes. These tomatoes are bursting with fruity sweetness.
Perfect for drying, canning, paste and delicious fresh.
1844- Orange Icicle. The sweet, luscious, glowing orange icicle-like fruit that are like an extra long paste tomato. This variety also makes
a lovely orange ketchup and a superb salsa. It was a definite winner, and plants were quite productive. Fruit have relatively few seeds.
2630- Orange Strawberry. Heirloom. 7cm (3”) bright orange strawberry shaped fruits weigh up to 500g (1lb). Rich and sweet taste with
few seeds. Good yields. Indeterminate. 80 days
2930- Persimmon. Vigorous and prolific heirloom, yields lots of fruit. Rose-orange (persimmon colored) fruits range from 3- 700g. Meaty,
very sweet, and few seeds. Indeterminate. 80 days.
1783- Porkchop. Most "yellow" tomatoes are actually orange. This is a true yellow, starts off yellow with green stripes which ripen to
gold.75 days. indet. medium size slightly flattened beefsteaks. Great sweet tomato flavor with hints of citrus.
2250- Ruffled Yellow. Yellow, largish ruffled and pleated fruits. Real show stopper in mid season. Good, mild taste to this 7cm deep
stuffer. Semi-determinate. 80 days.
1860 - Tangerine: very productive, deep yellow, medium fruits. Indeterminate. 80 days.
2905- Valencia Orange. Apricot- orange, round to oval, smooth 200-250g fruits. Firm, meaty flesh with few seeds and a full old tomato
flavor. Stake this variety suited to cool areas. Indeterminate. 75 days
1781-Yellow Furry Boar. 50-100g. Round, bright yellow with green stripes that turn gold. Matte skin (fuzzy) Extra sweet and gorgeous.
Mid-season.
1094- Yellow Icicle. Very pretty, very tasty and very productive. Yellow with stripes mini roma. A real stand-out! Bright, shiny pointed
fruit has top notch sweet fruity flavor.
BLACK ~50 seeds/3.50$.
1046- Amazon Chocolate, 75-85 days, indet., regular leaf, good yield of 50-150g brown-red fruit, good flavor.
1806 Black Icicle Tomato. Stunning, perfectly shaped, deep purplish-brown fruit that are almost black. A great variety for both home
gardeners and chefs. This tomato has the incredible rich taste that is in many of the large, dark beefsteak types: sweet, rich with earthy
overtones.
2410- Black from Tula. Delicious tomato, full flavor, great for slicing. Good yields, 8cm, slightly flattened on 120cm plants. Indeterminate,
80-85 days from transplant.
1750- Black Krim. Slightly flattened 10cm globes with dark greenish-black shoulders, can turn almost black with enough heat and sun.
Excellent full flavor. Indeterminate, 70- 80 days from transplant
1083-Black Pineapple. One of the most unusual coloration, going from dark red to green with shades of yellow in between. Fruity, spicy
taste is reminiscent of both black and bicolor tomatoes.. Large size. 80 days.
2570- Black Prince: brown/black fruit, very sweet. Indeterminate. 70-80 days.
2010-Black Russian. Dark mahogany-red 100g fruits from Russia with green shoulders, well-adapted to growing under tough conditions in
late season. Sweet, balanced flavors make this one of the best tasting black tomatoes. Indeterminate. 75 days.
1920- Black Seaman: Small plants with medium-sized deep brown fruits, rich flavor. Determinate. 75 days.
1097-Black Zebra. Dark crimson skin striped in green. For more flavor, fruits can be picked before complete ripeness. Round, medium
size. 80 days.
1761- Brad’s Black Heart. 80 days. One of the only Black Heart varieties. Extra dense, meaty flesh, classic richness of dark tomatoes.
Wispy, droopy foliage. Do not overwater.
1082-Carbon. Large to very large fruits. Rich and aromatic black tomato flavor. Let the fruits ripen completely for optimal flavor. Plants are
rather small (80 cm) for the size of the fruits they bear. 90 days.
1028-Cherokee Chocolate. indet., regular leaf, 2-300g brick orange/brown/black beefsteaks with excellent flavor. Large sprawling vines
need caging or staking.85 days.
1099- Chocolate Stripe. 70-80 days, det., regular leaf, 100-200g bi-color fruit.
2990-Japanese Black Trifele. Rich full flavor, great for canning. The size of a Bartlett pear, weighing 100-150g. Indeterminate, 75 days
from transplant.
1039- Kumato. 80 days, indet., regular leaf plant with a high yield of 2-4 oz reddish black fruit with very good flavor.
2903-Paul Robeson. This famous tomato has an amazing flavor is so distinctive, sweet and smokey. 2-250g. fruit are a black-brick color.
Indeterminate. 75 days.
PINK 50 seeds/3.50$
1066-Aunt Ginny's Purple. Another variety competing with the popular Brandywine for its rich flavor (which is said to be equal or even
superior to Brandywine). Large, fluted, pink fruits. 85 days.
2050- Brandywine pink. Large beefsteak, juicy. This oversized beauty is considered by many to be the finest of all heirloom tomatoes.
Thin-skinned variety has flavorful, non-acid fruits. Indeterminate, potato-leafed vine. 75-90 days.
1800- Caspian Pink. Large indet. plant with regular foliage, large pink beefsteaks up to 500g, excellent flavor; Large vines need caging or
staking, 75 days,
2909- Cherokee purple. Unique dusty rose color. Flavor rivals Brandywine, extremely sweet. Productive plants, large crops of 300g fruits.
Indeterminate, 80 days from transplant
1848- Dester. 75 days A large pink beefsteak variety that reaches 1-1 1/2 pounds. Its rich sweet flavor makes it an excellent slicer. One of
our best tasting tomatoes.
1980-Dufresne. Heirloom, Canadian from Quebec. Pink 7-10cm fruits. Tender skinned with excellent tasty flavor in mid to late season on
large, spreading vines. Indeterminate.75 days.
1870- Fuzzy. Heirloom, Mexican. Dusky rose 50-100g (2-4oz) sweet and juicy fruits are covered with a silvery bloom. Indeterminate. 80
days.
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2860- German giant. 75-85 days. Big potato leaf plant producing an abundant crop of very large, 900g beautiful, deep-pink tomatoes,
similar to the famed Brandywine but matures earlier. Full of rich, complex, sweet flavors. Ind.
2100- German Pink: Potato-leaf plants produce large 5-900g meaty fruits with few seeds, very little cracking or blossom scars. Full sweet
flavor. Indeterminate, 85 days from transplant.
2690- Honey. Originally from Latvia, this vigorous heirloom bears very sweet, jade- pink, medium to large, round fruit with very good
tomato taste. Days: 75. Indeterminate.
2670- Mac Pink: 1.2m plant, pink delicious fruits. Determinate. Canadian variety from McDonald College in Montreal. 55-65 days.
2440- Marizol Bratka: pink, indeterminate, fruits 500g. very good taste. 80-85 days.
2160-Mortgage Lifter. Very large pinkish beefsteak fruits in early season. Meaty fruits up to 500g each with few seeds and good flavor.
Mild and delectable. Performs in drought. Highly productive and disease resistant. Indeterminate. 85 days.
2210- Ponderosa pink. Large, meaty fruits good taste. Large plants. Heavy producer. Introduced in 1891. Indeterminate. 85 days.
2230- Prudens Purple: Good crop of large pink fruits. Very tasty. Indeterminate. Heirloom. 70-80 days.
2240- Purple Calabash: Ruffled purple/brown fruits. Very tasty and prolific. Indeterminate. 80 days.
2510- Rose de Berne. Rose-pink, medium round 100-200g sweet fruits with delicious taste. Soft meaty flesh with few seeds and thin skin
makes a good salad tomato. Good high yields, cropping several kilos per vine. Indeterminate. 80 days
2530- Stump of the world. indet., potato leaf, medium to high yield of large pink beefsteaks, 3-500g, very good to excellent sweet flavor,
small core, 80-85 days
1852- Sugar Plum Raspberry. The flavor was superb and just on the sweet side. The plants are small almost dwarf like so you could
easily grow this one in a container.
2640- Savignac: Indeterminate plant, pink-red delicious fruit. 75 days
1851- Violet Jasper. Fruit weigh 1-3 ounces, are smooth and have good tasting, dark purplish-red flesh. This variety will also amaze you
with its high yield.
WHITE ~50 seeds/3.50$
2960- Blanche du Quebec. Determinate. Very good taste, pale yellow fruits 30-110g. 75 days.
1845- Great White 80-85 days. Large, 1-lb giant, creamy white fruit, this tomato is superbly wonderful. Fruit are smoother than most large
beefsteak types, and yields can be very high.
1770- White Beauty: pre-1860. Round and slightly flat, creamy-white flesh and skin. Full acid flavor, uncommon for its color.
Indeterminate, 75 days from transplant.
1042- White Oxheart. 75 days, indet., regular leaf, high yield of 2-300g, cream colored oxheart fruit with a pink blush, very good mild
flavor.
2780– White Queen: Introduced by Livingston Seed Co. in 1882. Best tasting white variety, very productive. Indeterminate.80-85 days.
2900- White Tomesol. The cream-colored fruit are beautiful, smooth, very sweet and rich, and weigh about 200g each. The vines set
heavy yields.80 days
MULTI-COLOR ~50 seeds/3.50$
1784- Beauty King. 80-85 days. Indet. 3-500g fruit. Good to very good production. Large stunning red yellow bi-color, yellow with flashy
red stripes (not blotches). Interior is yellow with bright red streaks, very meaty.Very good sweet tomato flavor.
1072-Berkeley Tie Dye. Variety from California showing a striking pattern of yellow-green stripes on a purplish red skin. Marbled flesh.
Size varies from medium to large (6-10 cm). Around 80 days.
1755- Berkeley Tie-Dye Heart 75-85 days. Indet. wispy droopy leaf. Good to outstanding production. Several shapes of same plant,
ranging from blocky-round to long slender hearts. Outstanding assertive tomato flavor. Very meaty with almost no juice.
2906- Big Rainbow. Streaks of red run through the middle of these 1kg golden fruits. Superb, deliciously mild, sweet flavor. Susceptible to
cracking but bears until frosts. Looks scrumptious - the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. Indeterminate. 85 days.
1809- Black Beauty. Rich, smooth and savory with earthy tones.This is a mid-late season variety that ripens a little slow but is worth the
wait. The unripe, indigo colored fruits will dazzle your garden.
1759- Black and Brown Boar. This looks like a Black Zebra, slightly larger with some lobes. Mid-early to early. 65-75 days. Indet. regular
leaf. Pumps out 7-10cm fruit like crazy. Aggressive grower and producer.
1751- Blue Match. Indet., regular leaf, dark purple-violet foliage, plants set fruit early. Ripe fruits eventually turn red, some with slight dark
purple splash on the shoulders which happens mostly towards the season end. Fruits are round globes, 1-4 oz, with very good acidic taste
1792- Blue Streak Very blue-skin, saladette-to- slicer size, occasional streaks of blue, vine color.
1776- Bosque Blue. This is the 2nd release from the University of Oregon research creating a blue tomato. Not quite as large as OSU
Blue but big improvement on the taste. Regular Leaf. Indeterminate. Early-mid season
1890- Bosque Plum tomato. Indeterminate Blue tomato when exposed to the sun. Blue skin is rich source of anthocyanin, as a blueberry.
Turns a a deep purple plum color when it ripens. Rich flavor, ideal full-body tomato for salads. Indeterminate, Season Mid,
1807- Candy Sweet Icicle. Very pretty, very tasty and very productive. Red with yellow stripes mini roma. A real stand-out! Bright, shiny
pointed fruit has top notch sweet fruity flavor.
1771- Captain Lucky. indeterminate -potato leaf -mid/late season. Captain Lucky is a green/yellow/pink med-lg tricolor with a striking
appearance and very nice flavor.
1772- Copper River. A thin skinned, copper color when ripe with light yellow blushing and a bright pink interior. A show stopper on a
tomato platter. Perfect, crack free fruit with a light, fresh fruity flavor. Indeterminate.
1847- Cosmic Eclipse. 2- to 3-ounce fruits start off green with dark green stripes and striking indigo colored splashes. Fruits ripen to
spangled brick-red with green stripes, Very good, sweet rich and juicy flavor.
1775- Everett’s Rusty Oxheart. Indet., regular leaf, beautiful and unusual heart-shaped fruits with yellowish-green flesh and brownish-red
exterior, medium to large size.
2540-Golden Queen. Heirloom, 1882.Round, waxy yellow-orange 7-10cm diameter fruits weighing in at 200-300g. Abundant with an
excellent mild yet sweet flavor. Indeterminate. 70 days
1799- Feuerwerke .These tomatoes have a very unusual skin pattern reminiscent of lava or flames. Shape and size: from medium to very
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large, from perfectly round to deeply lobbed. The same variability was found in the flavor: from bland to intense, from fruity to acidic. Name
means Firework. 75 days.
2490- Hawaiian Pineapple: indeterminate plant, large yellow/red fruits with good flavor. 80 days.
1027- Indigo rose- 80 days. Almost blue skin on the 2 inch, round fruit. The purple coloring occurs on the portion of the fruit that is
exposed to light, while the shaded portion starts out green and turns deep red when mature. The indeterminate plants have an open habit
and are very vigorous producers.
2370- Little Lucky. It is juicy with phenomenal flavor. It is a small yellow globe, a bit variable in shape sometimes looking like a small
beefsteak or heart, with a red blossom end blush and you will find red in the core. 75 days
1808- Lucid Gem. 4-5 oz. beefsteaks. . First they ripen yellow, then more of an orange when very ripe. Very attractive with the black
anthocyanin splashes really contrasting with the lighter colored skin. Sweet with fruity tones. Very meaty, very few seeds.
2190- Lucky Cross. indet., potato leaf, tall plant, late to bloom and set fruit, fruit shape is exactly like Brandywine's, late to set fruit and late
to ripen, but it is well worth it. Fruits are yellow with pink streaks inside, and turn darker as they continue ripening on the counter to almost
solid red-pink at the blossom end. Outstanding flavor. 70-80 days
1779-Lush Queen Mid-Late, 180-300g. Dense, meaty, very beautiful striped pink beefsteak. Good production, flavor, improved shelf-life.
2480- Mary Robinson’s German bicolor: indeterminate, very fruity flavor, beef steak bicolor yellow with red stripes, productive. 70- 80
days
1031- Marz. 80 days, indet., regular leaf with a good yield of 200-350g yellow fruit with red stripes, very good flavor.
1022- Northern Lights. A smaller size bicolored fruit (2-300g). It has the same luscious sweet flavor and beautiful golden yellow exterior
with a red blush on the blossom end that radiates to the center. Indeterminate. 55-70 days
2400- Old Flame: Indeterminate, large sweet fruits. Ripens to a sunny yellow, shot through with rose-red. 85 days.
1017 - Orange Fleshed Purple Smudge. The fruits are small and orange with purple shoulders, but the meaty fruit were very mild in
taste.
1033- Orange/green Zebra. just like green zebra, only exteriors are amber with green stripes. I like the flavor better than Green Zebra.
Very prolific. Great for salads and salsas. Indet. 75 days
1753- Ozark Sunrise. Beautiful anti-oxidant loaded purple fruits. It has quite a bit of purple color throughout the plant. The color is
intensified in cooler temps. One of the most striking tomatoes you will grow. Mid-Season. Indeterminate
1757- Peach Blow Sutton. indeterminate - regular leaf -mid/late season . Peach Blow Sutton has a fuzzy skin, colored a unique blend of
yellow, red, and orange. It looks just like a peach but has a sweet, tomato flavor. Good producer
2200- Pineapple. Indeterminate. This bi- colored, slightly flattened, yellow beefsteak has a red blushing and streaks on the outside. It’s
yellow interior contains few seeds and a red star-burst in the center. Taste is wonderfully mild with tropical fruity-sweet flavors. 85 days.
1777- Pineapple Pig. A light yellow, round slicer with light green stripes. The taste is very light and fresh. It has a fruity aftertaste. Regular
Leaf. Indeterminate. Early-mid season
1089- Pink Berkeley Tie Dye. 75-80 days, compact indet. regular leaf plants, moderate to high production of 250-350g fruits, mostly
beefsteak, some oblate, port-wine colored flesh, dark exterior with some green striping, superb rich flavor.
1769- Pink Boar. Looks like a port wine colored Green Zebra. Striking looks, outrageous flavor that is sweet, rich and juicy. Early to midseason. 70-80 days. indet. regular leaf. 50-100g with good to great production.
1763- Pink Furry Boar. 50-100g. Round pink with creamy yellow stripes, matte skin, fuzzy. Great tomato flavor that is fairly rich and
sweet. Good production, unusual.
1762- Red Furry Boar. Mid- to late season. Indet., regular leaf, compact bushy plants with dense foliage cover, high yields of round to
slightly oblate red fruits with yellow stripes and fuzzy skin, bright red meaty flesh. 50- 150g. Flesh is bright red and meaty. Very good to
excellent flavor.
2970- Red Zebra. Gorgeous 6cm fruits are fire- engine red overlaid with golden yellow stripes. Top quality, extremely uniform strain, very
productive. Great sweet flavor. Indeterminate, 75-80 days from transplant.
1791- Russian Cossack. Black medium size tomato with pink and green stripes. Semi- determinate.
1756 - Russian Queen. indeterminate -mid season. Russian Queen is a real standout. An extremely heavy producer of beautiful striped
tomatoes and surprisingly (for a striped tomato), a very good, mildly-sweet flavor.
1842- Siberian Tiger is an absolutely beautiful tomato. This very pretty striped tomato from Russia Siberian Tiger is a very prolific little
tomato and you can expect plenty of brightly colored juicy small 2 to 3 ounce tomatoes.
1758- Solar Flare. 150-250g Beefsteak, red with gold stripes, very meaty with luscious sweet red tomato flavor, selected for flavor,
production, increased earliness, scab resistance. 75-80 days
1480- Tiger Tom Beautiful striped cherry. Heavy yields of round 5-7cm fruits with distinctive jagged golden stripes and delightful tart flavor.
Indeterminate, 70 days from transplant
1768- Vernissage Black. Small tomato, striped. The last wave of fruit had the most striking color Everyone will be talking about this one
and it was one of the highlights of my garden this year. Indeterminate. 65 days
1804 Vernissage Green. This little striped jewel is loaded with sublime sweetness & taste. A perfect addition to salads, salsas. The small
fruit have lovely light green flesh. Plants are quite productive. Indeterminate.
1767- Vernissage Pink. Cocktail size. Absolutely stunning colors on very strong growing vigorous plants. Everyone that tried this tomato
loved its flavor. It doesn’t get any better or any more beautiful than this.
Indeterminate. 65 days
1805- Vernissage Yellow. These beauties are yellow fruits to about 2 oz., with pale cream stripes. Fetching companion to Pink
Vernissage when paired in salads or on relish trays!
2580- Winterkeeper: orange/red fruits. Gather them ripe or half ripe before the first frost and they will keep 2-4 months. Store unblemished
fruit in a cool dark place and bring them to the kitchen to ripen as you need them.80 days
2890 - Yellow Bosque Plum. Blue tomato when exposed to the sun. Blue skin is rich source of anthocyanin, as a blueberry. Skin is deep
purple, flesh will be yellow. A good fresh eating tomato rich flavor, ideal full-body tomato for salads. Indeterminate, midseason, bi-Colored,
small, round.
DWARF VARIETIES ~50 seeds/3.50$
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2442- Adelaide Festival. 75 days, indeterminate tree-type — 'Adelaide Festival' is a vigorous, regular leaf variety that produces fruits that
are a rich purple color (clear skinned black) with green stripes that ripen to olive-gold. They are medium-sized (six to ten ounce), smooth,
oblate in shape, very juicy and tender with a delicious, well-balanced flavor that is neither too tart or too sweet.60 cm tall plant.
2441- Barossa Fest. 80 days, indeterminate tree-type It produces small-medium (2 to 6 ounce), pale yellow fruits with a bit of blossomend blush. The fruits are smooth, globe shaped, juicy with a nice sweet flavor and tart aftertaste. This is a tall-growing dwarf with plants
averaging 60-80 cm in height at maturity.
2434 Blazing Beauty. 75 days, determinate tree-type. The fruits are medium to medium large (four to fourteen ounces), smooth oblate
and a deep orange color in and out. The flavor sparkles with an ample tart bite and is quite intense. 60-70 cm tall plant.
2436 Bundaberg Rumball. 60 days, determinate tree-type, produce a heavy yield of medium to medium small sized (two to three ounce),
round, chocolate-colored fruit with delightful, balanced, sweet flavor. 60-70 cm tall plant.
1774- Dwarf Champion Improved. Dwarf Indeterminate, The original Dwarf Champion was released in 1888 and this improved version of
it with sweeter fruits was released sometime after that date. This tomato is an excellent variety for growing in pots due to it compact nature.
Do not sucker it. 70-80 days
1803 - Citron compact. Mid-season. It produces round yellow fruits that have definite notes of citrus and a touch of tropical fruit like
sweetness. Compact plants will grow to about 1 m. Do not sucker this tomato as it will cause it to become like any other indeterminate
tomato.
2445- Fred's Tie Dye 75 days, determinate tree-type They are vigorous and productive with fruits that are medium to medium-large sized
(five to six ounce average), round, purple with jagged gold and green stripes and the deep crimson flesh of black tomatoes. 'Fred's Tie
Dye' has a rich, intense, balanced flavor. 60 cm tall plant.
1793- Japanese Dwarf. Very early, 135 days from seed, regular rugose foliage, det., very compact tree-type plant, grows well in 2 gal
containers, 25-75g round slightly flattened red globes grow in large clusters, very good sweet/acidic flavor.
2439 Kangaroo Paw Brown. 75 days, determinate tree-type. The fruits are round to flattened-globe in shape, two to six ounces in weight,
and have deep crimson flesh and dark, chocolate colored shoulders when ripe. Very tasty.60 cm tall plant.
2438 Kangaroo Paw Green. 75 days, determinate tree-type. The fruits are round to flattened-globe in shape, two to five ounces in weight,
and green flesh and amber skin when ripe and are very tasty.60 cm tall plant.
2437- Kangaroo Paw Yellow. 75 days, determinate tree-type. The fruits are round to flattened-globe in shape, two to eight ounces in
weight, and are bright yellow in color when ripe and very tasty.60 cm tall plant.
1788- Lucky Laprechaun. 70-75 days, det., 60-90cm stout plant, 25-75g round red fruit, some radial cracking, nice mild sweet flavor, very
good yields for a compact plant. Grows and produces well in a small container (1-2 gal)
2433 Orange Cream. 75 days, tree-type Potato leaf dwarf plants produce heavy yields of uniquely colored pale orange smooth oblate fruit
that have a nearly matte, dull finish, ranging from eight to twelve ounces.70-80 cm tall plant.
1018- Polish Dwarf. It grows to about 60-70cm tall. They stood straight up until they got full of tomatoes and then started to tip from the
weight. The tomatoes are small unassuming red globes, but what flavor! They are quite yummy for an early tomato.
2432 Purple Heart. 70 days, Tree-type Producing medium to medium large sized (six to sixteen ounce) heart shaped purple
tomatoes. ‘Dwarf Purple Heart’ has deep crimson flesh with a delicious, well-balanced flavor. Although fairly large, the fruits also ripen
relatively early.60 cm tall plant.
1014- Remy Rouge. Determinate. This cherry tomato is from France. The small cherries are incredibly sweet. The very productive plants
are quite attractive
2444- Rosella Purple. 75 days, tree-type. Perfect for a large container or a small garden space. The fruits are oblate, ranging from six to
twelve ounces, and ripen to a deep purple-pink color. Flavor is full, intense, balanced and delicious.70 cm tall plant.
2431 Russian Swirl. 80 days, determinate tree-type, productive plants. The fruits are smooth, medium sized (four to twelve ounces),
oblate-shaped, yellow with red colored swirls, with a well-balanced and delicious flavor similar to the best indeterminate bi-color varieties.
Plant 80-90 cm tall.
2443- Sleeping Lady. 80 days, determinate tree-type. The fruits are smooth and round to oblate in shape, ranging from three to six
ounces, and ripen to a chocolate-mahogany color (the color is similar to that of 'Cherokee Chocolate' or 'Paul Robeson'). Flavor is well
balanced and pleasant. 60 cm tall plant.
2446- Sturdy Child. 70-80 cm tall plant. Prolific, pink long fruit with nice flavor.
1773- Wild Fred. The compact plants are just under 120cm tall and are very good producers of purple/black, medium-to-large, beefsteak
tomatoes. Especially recommended for small gardens or for growing in 5-gallon (or larger) containers as patio tomatoes
TOMATO MIXES ~50 seeds/ $3.50
2993- Rainbow Heirloom tomatoes contains: Gold Dust, Evergreen, Black Russian, White Queen, Brandywine red & yellow, German
Gold and Andrew Rahart Jumbo.
2994- Rainbow cherry tomatoes collection contains: Snow White, Yellow Cherry, Orange Sweetie, Sugar Cherry, pink, Green Grape,
Chocolate cherry.
AMARANTH GRAIN ~300 seeds/ $3.50
5880 - Golden Giant Amaranth. Amaranthus hypochondriacus. Leaves are used in a salad when eaten young, either raw or steamed. At
maturity, this glowing, 180cm Plant has golden stems and leaves yielding several ounces per plant of white seeds, which are easily
harvested and threshed. (98-110 days).
ASPARAGUS ~50 seeds/3.50$
5240- Mary Washington. A trusted, reliable variety producing vigorous, medium green, mouth watering spears that are excellent fresh or
quite suitable for freezing. Good resistance to asparagus rust.
BUSH BEANS SNAP
All are ~50 seeds/3.50$
3611- Black valentine. Introduced in 1897 by Peter Henderson & Company. Shiny black seeds and 15cm pods. Excellent for use as a
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fresh snap bean or a dry soup bean. Prolific and dependable plants produce pods borne above the foliage. Bush habit, 49-55 days.
3505- Blue Jay. Blue Jay is a nice early snap bean with good flavor. The green pods are produced in abundance and the dried seed is
navy blue with beige streaks and can be used as a dry bean.
3503-Blue Lake Bush this dark-green bean has been a standard for over 40 years. The bush plants set heavy yields of flavorful pods that
are tender and crisp.
3550- Blue Ribbon: 55 days. Heavy producer of uniform, 15cm green pods. A superb bean and a excellent bush variety. The pods have
purplish streaks and are a flat pod, romano type
3514- Brittlewax An old time gem! Round, fleshy, brittle, medium yellow pods have a rich flavor. Erect, bushy plants bear an abundance of
tender, string-less pods at an early date.
3513- Capitano 62 days. Yellow Romano beans, delicious full flavor and tender texture. The upright, bushy plants are lavishly covered
with 10cm long pods.
3540-Dragon Tongue Bush Wax Bean (57 days). Its compact stocky bushes bear abundant flat 15cm creamy yellow pods mottled with
purple tiger stripes. Crisp, stringless and amazingly juicy when eaten fresh. Loses purple coloration in cooking
3508- EZ Pick 55 days. E-Z Pick grows on sturdy, upright plants which saves time when picking. With 12cm long beans and dark green
color, this is one of our best tasting bush beans, fresh or frozen.
3509 - Ferrari Top quality, filet type. Slim, fleshy, stringless beans with a good flavour and colour. Ferrari is a stringless filet type with long,
very slender pods. The sturdy foliage has an attractive green colour. The straight pods are 12-13 cm long. The pods are most attractive
due to the dark green glossy colour. Resistant to Bean Common Mosaic Virus, Halo Blight, Anthracnose.
3504 - Fin de bagnols. A delicious gourmet bean with long straight, fleshy pods. This filet bean produces masses of long slender pods
that are picked when young. Bush. 57 days.
3511- Gold Rush. 55 days.Very early determinate bean, with a short and heavy harvest period. Pods hang in clusters around the main
stem, making them easy to pick. Golden-yellow pods with green tips are round, straight, and tender. Excellent freezer.
3590- Mix beans. Pack of green, yellow and purple beans.
3520- Pencil Pod Wax. Round as a pencil. Good taste. Black seeds. 52 days. Widely adapted. 15cm long. Pods snap easily and make
excellent fresh eating, or use as a canned bean. This black-seeded wax bean comes in early and produces for a long time.
3500- Provider. Green Bean (50 days) For highest early yields, even under adverse conditions, and rich bean taste, old reliable Provider
can’t be beat. Noted for its concentrated sets of round 12-14cm pods. Purple seed. Resistant to CBMV, NY 15, PM, DM.
3510- Rocdor. A classic French variety with true yellow color, this tender, crisp bean has a delicious buttery flavor and is one of the
earliest beans to mature. Mosaic virus and anthracnose disease resistant.
3530- Royal Burgundy. Delicious, round, stringless, deep-purple pods are supported by stocky bushes. Produces prolifically, even in
cooler conditions. 50 days.
3630- Sequoia. 53 days. A bush Romano type with dark glossy purple, stringless pods. Plants yield early and need no support. Very
delicious purple Romano with 12 cm flat, stringless pods that cook to bright green. Tolerates cool weather.
3501 - Strike. Green bean. Phaseaolus vulgaris Extremely high-yielder with a concentrated pod set. Stringless, slender, and very smooth,
with excellent shelf life. White seed Days to maturity:55 days Disease resistances:Common Bean Mosaic Virus (BV1, NY15)
3640- Tanya’s Pink. 60 days. A bush Romano type with pink/green, stringless pods. Plants yield early and need no support.
3610- Tendergreen. Flavorful green bean, stays tender on the plants a long time. Heat- tolerant snap bean with 15cm round and meaty,
dark-green pods. Heavy, prolonged producer that is resistant to common bean mosaic virus. 57 days.
3512- Thibodeau de Comte Beauce. 45 days. An heirloom bean originally from Beauce County, Quebec. Straight green pods are
splashed with purple and are very tasty when picked young. Very productive, disease free plants which are also early.
FILET BUSH BEANS 50 seeds
3704- Amethyst. 70 days. Tasty, stringless purple beans grow on compact plants perfect for the patio garden. A great choice for planting
in containers, this ornamental edible produces slender 12cm 'filet' beans over a long picking period.
3700- Isar: Beautiful yellow filet bean. Smooth, straight 11-13 cm long beans with excellent flavor. The first yellow filet bean we've found.
Medium-sized, upright plants. 52 Days
3701- Maxibel. Compact plants produce excellent yields of medium green, 12 cm pods. This French 'gourmet type' bean has exceptional
flavor, low fiber and excellent yield potential, intended for daily picking.
3703- Velour. Dwarf French Extra fine purple long pods 13-15 cm. A true gourmet variety. Stringless! Great taste and texture. Compact
bush habit. Produces over a long period of time. Excellent fresh or for freezing.
EDEMAME 50 seeds/3.50$
3562 Butterbean. Sweet, buttery, and highyielding; Butterbeans are acclaimed as the finest in green vegetable soybeans. The 50- 60cm
stocky plants are well-branched and stand well, producing a prolific set of large pods with tan pubescence. 90 days
3560- Envy. Upright 50cm plants produce an abundance of all-green beans, excellent quality. Great short-season variety. 75-85 days.
3561 - Fiskeby. Upright 24" plants produce an abundance of all-green beans, excellent quality. Great short-season variety. 75-85 days.
Sow seeds 2-5cm deep, 5-10cm apart, in rows 60cm apart. If the weather is too wet, seeds can be started indoors in pots and carefully
transplanted a few weeks later. Germination takes 8-16 days, depending on conditions.
LIMA BEANS
3558- Early Thorogreen Lima beans. Finally, a productive Lima bean for our northern growing season! Early Thorogreen Lima beans
seeds produce dwarf plants that grow to only 50cm (20″) tall. Big clusters of 9-10cm (3½-4″) pods develop near the tops of the plants, each
containing beautiful, plump baby Matures in 67 days.
BUSH BEANS DRY All are ~50 seeds 3.50$
3603- Black turtle beans. Small black beans. Heavy produce. Soup and casseroles. 60- 85 days.
3609 - Golden Heirloom. An old French Canadian heirloom originally from the Cantin family of Quebec where it was grown for
generations. The mustard colored seeds are used for delicious baked beans.
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3606 Orca. One of the all time best for baking and soups. Strong 40cm plants, round black and white seeds with contrasting eye.
Averages 4-5 seeds per pod, productive. Bush habit, 70-90 days.
3592- Taylor’s Horticulture A dwarf Italian heirloom bush plant that is good in cool climates. Collect the tan beans streaked with red for
dry "Borlotti" style beans, with a nutty flavor and creamy texture. Matures in 80 days.
Pole Beans snap All are ~25 seeds/3.50$
3655 Anellino, green: 75 days. This hard-to- find Italian heirloom is small and crescent shaped, with a rich Romano flavor. Anellino beans
are very much in demand by chefs for their flavor and unique crescent shape, productive
3665- Anellino yellow. 75 days Italian heirloom is small and crescent shaped, with a rich Romano flavor. Anellino beans are very much in
demand by chefs for their flavor and unique curlicue shape. highly productive
3656- Blue Lake: green pole bean. Straight, stringless and unusually smooth bean. 65 days.
3683 - Fortex. A French filet pole bean with a long straight, dark green pods and excellent eating quality. Fortex has an extended
production period and is recommended for anyone looking for gourmet flavor and easy harvest. 65 Days To Maturity.
3661 - Gold Marie. 75 days. Glowing yellow/chartreuse beans mature to gorgeous golden romanos which graciously adorn vigorous vines.
Flattened pods have a wonderful, clean, beany flavor, and are ideal when 6 inches long. Highly productive plants yield ample harvests of
these delightful, heirloom beans. White seeds.
3688- Hogan's Green pole bean. 6-8 ft. This stringless green bean, pick when small. Exceptional for fresh eating as well as freezing or
canning, the vigorous vines produce abundant yields of straight 6-7 in. beans. Far more productive than any bush bean. (55-65 days)
3687- Hogan's Prolific Pole bean. Heavy producer of green beans with a purple hue to them. 6-8 ft. Exceptional for fresh eating as well
as freezing or canning, the vigorous vines produce abundant yields of straight 6-7 in. beans. (55-65 days)
3659 - Hunter. A slicing bean strain that is more disease resistant, has healthier growth, quality, and yield. A superb flat pod variety for
both early and main crop production. Virtually stringless and very heavy yielding. 6ft (1.8m)
3653- Jiminez This is the best pole bean of all time - perhaps the best bean overall. Good young, and good right up to frost. Never a
string. Never tough. Not even when the meaty beans fill the pod. Pretty pods are easy to find and pick. Romano-type pole bean with redpurple streaked pods. 80 days.
3650- Kentucky Wonder: green pole bean. Introduced before 1864. Heavy producer, vigorous climber. 65 days.
3654 - Lazy housewife. Original stringless bean from 1810, thought to have come from Germany, named because of ease of preparation,
delicious flavour, heavy bearer over a long period, not much string even when old, round pods to 20cm. 80 days.
3673- Louisiana Purple pod 55 days. Our earliest pole bean. Great production with a long harvest season. Purple-green vines have good
drought-resistance. 6-in. pods are bright purple and turn green when cooked (blanch indicator).
3664 Monte Gusto Pole Bright yellow, smooth pods.This elegant, flavorful wax bean is a clear improvement over older,
less attractive pole wax bean varieties. Pods mature at 8-8 1/2" but may also be harvested as very attractive filet beans at 7". Better
tasting than bush wax beans. Brown seeds.
3662- Neckargold. Long, oval, stringless yellow pole beans. 60 days.
3684 - Northeaster Pole Bean. Northeaster is an early pole beans and is well-suited to short seasons. Flattened, pale green pods on tall,
vigorous vines. Quick to harvest as beans are easy to distinguish from the foliage. White seeds. 7-8" flattened pods. 65 days
3670- Peacock Pole Bean - Tender flat purple pole beans grow on very tall vines following purple and lilac flowers. Produces a bounty of
beans that turn green when cooked.
3730- Runner beans: Scarlet Runner, oldest cultivar of runner beans. 16th century. Heirloom. 65 days
3672- Trionfo Violetta. 60 days Italian variety, deep purple pods 20-25cm long. Very vigorous. Flat, stringless and tolerant of colder
weather. (Beans return to green on being cooked).
3686- Witsa Pole beans 60 - 65 days. Round and almost straight 16 - 17cm pod 10 - 11mm diameter. Medium green pods stringless,
white seed. Good fresh bean
3682 – Yard Long Green Noodle. Plant is heat-tolerant and robust, producing astounding green, 18 inch long bean pods. Sweet and
stringless, enjoy them steamed, stir-fried, or in soup.
3671 - Yard long bean Red Noodle. 85 days. The plant has good tolerance to heat and is very vigorous. The pods are purplish red with
green tips, up to 55 cm in length.
BEETS All are 3.50$
5151- Bull’s blood. Grown primarily for its tender and sweet, stunning dark red leaves. Also produces a tasty beet when harvested young
(35-40 days for greens; 55-60 days for roots). ~100 seeds
5180–Chioggia. Its rosy-pink skin hides white flesh with bright pink rings. Tops are medium height with green stems and red shading.
Makes impressive garnish when grated. 60 days. ~100 seeds
5150- Cylindra 15cm long beets, with more uniform slices than round types. Cylindra is sweet, smooth-skinned, tender and juicy. Pickling,
canning or fresh eating. ~200 seeds.
5160- Detroit dark red. 55 days. A favorite since 1892, this smooth, nearly globe- shaped, deeply red beet is colorful raw in salads and
sweet-flavored steamed or baked. An outstanding keeper. Grows well in spring and fall. ~200 seeds
5170- Early Wonder 45 days. Adapted to all seasons, but especially good in early spring with quick growth in chilly soils. Tall, tasty green
leaves with red stems are wonderful eating. Slightly flattened roots. ~200 seeds
5152- Golden Beet - Solid green tops are long and attractive, and quickly shade out weeds. Vibrant golden yellow flesh retains its color
when cooked and is sweet and milder than red beets. Best germination occurs in warm temperatures. 55 days. ~100 seeds
BERRIES ~50 seeds/3.50$
5710-Garden Huckleberry. (Solanum melanocerasum) Native to the tropics of western Africa. Sprawling 1m branched plants produce
hundreds of round 1cm shiny black berries in clusters. Best when picked after berries turn from glossy to dull black. Good for freezing and
canning. 75-80 days from transplant.
5740 -Greenberry Morelle verte (Solanum opacum). Small pea-size green fruits with spicy-sweet taste. Ripen to yellowish green. Gets
sweet when real ripe. The small berries look like green sunberries. Crawling plant, 30 to 50 cm high. From Australia.
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5720-Jaltomato (Jaltomata procumbens). Dark purple berries looking somewhat like blueberries. White flesh tasting like grape and
tomatoes. Eaten fresh, dried or made into jam. Grown in some areas of Mexico. 1m plants, may need staking.
5690 - Litchi Tomato Or Morelle De Balbis (S. sisymbriifolium) Large plants grow to 5', and are covered with thorns, sweet red fruit and
large white flowers. Lovely to look at, but be careful with the thorns! We enjoyed the fruit all summer, right from the plant. They're about the
size of a cherry, and taste like a cherry crossed with a tomato.
5730 - Miltomato Vallisto. Dark purple berries with sweet fruity flavor. Larger fruits (1 cm) than Sunberry. Can be eaten fresh. Make a
good jam or pie filling. Highly pigmented. Plants are larger (1 to 1,2 m). Produce well. Full sun. From Mexico.
5700 - Sunberry. (Solanum Burbankii) Bred in the early 1900s by Luther Burbank, who called it Sunberry and lamented it being renamed
Wonderberry by the dealer who purchased and introduced it. Sunberry’s fruits are blue, slightly sweet and slightly larger than a pea. Said
by its admirers to rival and even surpass blueberries. Truly historic variety.
BROCCOLI –3.50$.
5350- de Cicco Compact 60-80cm plant produces 10cm central head. After the central head is cut, many side shoots follow. Very early,
great for freezing. 48 days from transplant. ~150 seeds
5360- Waltham 29. 80-85days Developed in 1951 and long considered the standard open- pollinated fall broccoli. These stocky 50cm
plants produces 15cm heads with medium beads. ~150 seeds
5370-Romanesco. The true and popular Italian heirloom with spiraling, apple-green heads that are so superbly flavored. This variety is
widely grown in northern Italy. A must with many of the finest chefs. ~100 seeds.
CABBAGE ~100 seeds /3.50$
545- Golden acre cabbage This early round head cabbage is easily grown and versatile in use. Heads are about 6 to 7 inches in diameter
on compact plants about a foot high. Its firm, medium green head is excellent cooked or raw in stews and salads. Approximately 65 days
till maturity from transplant.
5462- Early Jersey Wakefield. Conical, solid, tightly folded heads are 25-40cm tall by 12- 18cm in diameter and weigh up to 2 kilo. Be
careful not to plant too close together. 60-75 days from transplant.
5470- Red Express. Heads up quickly into a neat and tidy little cabbage, perfect for those who want a smaller portion. Uniform with very
nice color, and much, much earlier than standard cabbage varieties. 62 days
5480- Savoy Cabbage di Verona. Popular Italian savoy cabbage with a pink flush to the head. One of the finest for market due to both its
looks and flavor.
CARROTS all 3.50$
5009- Carrot mix A colorful array of yellow, purple, white and orange carrots. The flavor varies a bit with root color, but all are tender,
sweet and flavorful. 17-22cm tapered roots with strong tops. ~400 seeds
5020- Chantenay, 70 days. Big, dark-orange, 12 - 15cm long, 5cm at the top and tapering to a point. Amazingly sweet for a big carrot.
Good for freezing and canning too. ~400 seeds
5010- Danvers High yields in clay or heavy soils. Uniform 15-20cm by 4-5cm roots . Dark bright-orange flesh, nearly coreless. Leading
main crop variety for home and market, stores well into the winter. Sweet and tender. 65-87 days. ~400 seeds
5060- Dragon carrot. The deep, rich, purplish- red color of Dragon is eye-catching at the market, especially when sliced to reveal a
contrasting orange interior and often yellow core. The sweet, spicy, complex flavor is beyond ordinary whether raw or cooked. 85 days.
~300 seeds
5001- Scarlet Nantes. 65-75 days to maturity - A very sweet, crisp carrot with excellent keeping qualities. Cylindrical and tapering slightly
to a blunt tip. The standard for quality among open pollinated varieties. Colors up early for beautiful baby carrots. Great for bunching,
freezing, storage, and juice! ~400 seeds
5050-Yellowstone. 22-25cm root with big shoulders, pointed tip, and large tops. Carefully selected for a uniform shape. Nearly as sweet
as the traditional orange carrots, this variety has a consistently pleasing, mild flavor. 70-75 days. ~300 seeds
CAULIFLOWER ~100 seeds/ 3.50$
5490- Cauliflower: Early Snowball. Smooth 15-18cm heads of tightly formed white curds are solid, crisp and tender, excellent quality. 6085 days from transplant.
CELERIAC ~100 seeds/3.50$
5140- Celeriac: Giant Prague. Large, white, softball-sized root. Good keeper. Delicious in soups and salads. 110 days
CELERY ~100 seeds /3.50$
3311 Celery, Red Stalked. The best large stalked celery we have seen. Stalks are large like standard green celery. This variety is tender
and mild. 80 days
3310- Celery: Utah. Tall medium green celery with long, thick stalks that are sweet and smooth.80 days.
CITRON 20 seeds/ 3.50$
5639- Citron. This red-seeded variety of citron has been grown for centuries and used to make preserves and "sweetmeats" that are
added to fruitcakes, cookies and puddings. The best fruits can be stored for up to a year. 90-100 days
COLLARD ~150 seeds/ 3.50$
5510- Champion. Rich, dark blue-green with large cabbage-like leaves. Plants are non- heading, productive, and hardy. Waxy leaf surface
provides natural protection from cabbage worms. 70 days
5512- Portugese Tronchuda Collard. An ancient strain of Portuguese or Tronchuda Kale grown for the fleshy petioles and broad midribs
of the leaves eaten like celery. Grows very much like headed cabbage and can also be used much the same. Many folks find this to be
superior to many common kales or collards. Very productive.
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CORN ~100 seeds/ 3.50$
3420- Baby corn Chires. 120-150cm (75-85 days) Miniature corn, used in Chinese cuisine. Multiple ears per multi-stalked plant. Harvest 5
days after silks appear for fresh stir-fry, or dry for popcorn. Add perfect touch in wreaths for fall decorating.
3431- Glass Gem corn. Produces a diversity of gorgeous translucent, jewel-colored ears, each one unique. Size of ears range from 3-8
inches. Height of plants depend upon quantity of water, but can reach up to 9 feet, typically 6 feet. A popcorn, the kernels may be ground
into cornmeal or popped. Glass Gem can be harvested approximately 110-120 days after planting when the husks are dry and brown for
the most intense and translucent colors. 50 seeds
3440- Fisher's Earliest Sweet Corn. 70 days. One of the best tasting, Open-Pollinated varieties on the market. Usually produces 1 ear,
that averages 6 inches in length, with rows of beautiful yellow kernels on colorful, 5-6 ft. tall stalks. short-season variety
3442- Luther Hill White Sweet Corn (82 days) The most popular sweet corn in parts of New Jersey for more than 50 years. Sweetest OP
corn I’ve ever tasted, Luther makes multiple 12-row, 3–6" long miniature ears on modest 4' stalks.
3450- Popcorn: Dakota Black. Tender Unusual, dark red to nearly black, pointed kernels producing two ears on a 1.5-2m plant, with an
occasional white kernelled ear. 95 days.
3460- Popcorn: Tom Thumb. Dwarf 1m plants produce 1-2 ears that are 7-10cm long. Ideal moisture content for best popping results
should be 13%. 85-90 days.
CUCUMBER 20 seeds/ 3.50$
4560-Boothby's Blonde. It sets high yields of 15-20cm, cream colored cucumbers that are mild and sweet, thin skinned. Good producer.
55-60 days.
4610- Crystal Apple. A prolific and sweet flavored cucumber that is shaped like an apple when mature. Very tender creamy white skin.
Good for market or home gardeners. 65 days.
4540- DMR 401 offers resistance to the newest strain of cucurbit downy mildew with foliage that stands strong against the pathogen to
keep producing sizable, uniform fruits. The hands-down winner for mildew resistance in both extension and farmer trials. Best used in
regions with heavy DM pressure, and during seasonal slots when DM is expected. Bred by Dr. Michael Mazourek of Cornell University with
the support of a USDA-NIFA-OREI grant. Monoecious. 7” fruit. High Resistance: Downy Mildew
4470- Early Russian A classic heirloom pickling cucumber. Good for fresh eating as well. Small, mild taste, non-bitter, productive and
bearing well throughout the season, early--although bearing a bit later than some hybrids. 60 days
4570- Improved long Green cucumber: Dark green fruit, about 25 cm long with finely textured flesh and a good leaf cover. Excellent for
slicing and pickling. 68 days.
4500- Lemon cucumber. Lemon shaped when ripe, this is a delicious, very sweet cucumber with thin, tender, light yellow skin and white
flesh. A good slicer and pickler, it is also easy to digest. Rust resistant and fairly drought tolerant. 58-65 days.
4640- H-19 Little leaf. Compact plants with loads of small cucumbers, excellent for salads and pickling. Good for containers. 58 days.
4510- Marketmore cucumber: Large, dark- green and non-bitter fruits from prolific vines. Produces well and consistently in hot or cool
weather until frost. 65 days.
4460- Mexican Sour Gherkin. 50 days. Cucumis anguria. Plant produces heavy yields of 4cm long small cucumbers that look like
miniature watermelons. They have the sweet cucumber flavor, followed by a surprising sourness, which leads you to believe they are
already pickled! Perfect for making tiny sweet pickles! They fall off the vines when ripe. Should use trellises when growing this variety.
4580- Mid-east Prolific 12-17 cm long Lebanese cucumber. Thin-skinned and never bitter. Our best flavored salad cucumber. Vines bear
extremely early. 55 days.
4630- Miniature White. 50-55 days – The short 1m vines produce a heavy crop of white, sweet and crunchy, mini cucumber. So tender,
there’s no peeling necessary. For maximum flavor, pick when smaller than 7cm.
4430- National pickling. Fruits are short, thick and blunt when young, becoming smooth and cylindrical when mature. Plants produce
heavy yields of medium green fruit, ideal for sweet or dill pickles. Ready to pick about 55 days after sowing.
4520- Pointsett 76. 65 days. Open pollinated slicing type. Fruit: dark green, 17-20cm, smooth, cylindrical with well rounded ends. Heavy
yielder. T/R: one or more races of anthracnose, downy & powdery mildew, scab and angular leaf spot.
4440- Spacemaster. A very compact, bushy variety is ideal for small growing areas.
Excellent for pickling when small, use for slicing as they grow larger. Approx. 62 days to maturity.
4530 - Straight eight 57 days. Highly dependable, high yielding cucumber. Very uniform deep green 8" fruits about 2-1/2" in diameter with
an exceptional flavor.
4450 Suyo long Ribbed dark green skinned cucumber from northern China. Non-bitter, burpless, crisp and tender fruits grow 25-45 long
and 4cm in diameter. 60-70 days.
4550- Tante Alice. 65-75 days. Long fruits, tender and delicious, easy to digest. From Mme Gosselin, Dorchester Quebec.
4620- White wonder. Fruits are 17cm long by 6cm in diameter. Ivory-white at slicing stage and ivory-yellow when past maturity. Excellent
eating quality, ideal for pickles or slicing, highly productive even in hot weather. 58 days.
4590- Wisconsin pickling cucumber: 65 days. The best disease resistant pickling variety. This black spined variety with medium green
fruits that taper at both ends is a popular variety with commercial growers.
EGGPLANTS ~25 seeds/3.50$
5980- Apple Green. Beautiful pale green round to oval fruits appear very early, and have an extremely mild flavor and white flesh.
Because it is so early, Apple Green bears dependably even for gardeners in the North. 60 days.
5900- Black beauty. One of the earliest- maturing varieties, these oblong fruits are sweet and delicious. Productive, 8-10 fruits/plant. Good
northern variety. 80 days.
5920- Little Finger. Slender, petite eggplants fantastic for grilling. Dark purple skin is thin and tender. Flesh has a silky texture with few
seeds and mildly sweet flavor needing very little cooking time. Harvest when fruit is young and glossy. A great variety for large containers!
Early. Productive Great for containers. 3-6" fruit
5960- Mini Bambino. 45-65 days. These adorable mini-eggplants grow on attractive, dwarf plants about 40cm tall. Bambino is perfect for
kebabs on the barbecue, combined with other veggies and meats, or simply charred on the grill.
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5990- Morden Midget. The earliest large-fruited eggplant. Short, very productive compact plants produce purple fruits. The plants can be
spaced 14-16" apart. (60 days) Origin: Morden Agricultural Experiment Station, Canada
5925 NY Improved. 65 days. We love New York heirlooms, especially when they are as good as this. Standard market eggplant: black,
taught, shiny skin; dense flesh; loads of fruits. The plants are some-what compact and stand up well to the heavy load of fruits. This variety
dates back to the mid-1800s.
5993- Ping Tung Long. This slender violet- purple eggplant becomes at least 30cm long and has an excellent mild flavor and tender white
flesh.. Great for slicing and using in Oriental or other cuisine. 65 days.
5921- Shooting Star Eggplant Small oval 3 - 4" deep purple fruits with white streaks, like falling stars at night. Tender white flesh.
Compact plants to 2 1/2 feet tall, bearing in 8 weeks from transplants.
5941- Snowy Eggplant. Elegant snow-white eggplant with medium-thick skin and delicate sweet flavor. Snowy's texture is firmer and
meatier than most, holding up well in cooking and handling. Upright, sturdy plants are well adapted to many growing conditions. Another
great container variety. Widely adapted Great for containers 7" fruit
5950- Udmalpet. Heavy yields of teardrop- shaped fruits are green with vibrant lavender stripes and striking green calyxes. Best eaten
small, when fruits are about 7cm long. Heavy producer 80 days from transplant.
FENNEL
~100 seeds/3.50$
5520- Perfection Unlike sweet fennel, this produces a bulbous base of delicate anise flavor and crisp texture. Does best in cool weather:
sow direct in July to mature by fall or start early indoors and plant out in spring. 80 days.
FLAX 5g/ 3.50$.
5870- Flax, Brown. 70cm tall plants with nice blue flowers. Edible seeds. Good yield.
5871- Flax, Golden. 2-2½ ‘ tall plants with nice blue flowers. Good yield of flax seeds.
GOURDS 15 seeds/3.50$
4830- Bottle gourd. Light-green fruits with rounded necks and bowls range from 17- 35cm in diameter. Dried can be used for birdhouses
and crafts. 100-120 days.
GREENS Packs are 3.50$
3230-Amaranth/Kallaloo red: Burgundy colored leaves. Eat young leaves in salads or slightly steamed. Highly ornamental too.
~150 seeds
3231 - Amaranth Burgundy- Good tasting young plants with red leaves and cotyledons. Very popular for micro-greens and baby cut
salad, especially during the heat of summer when it thrives.
324- Amaranth/Kallaloo Tenderleaf. 21 days baby, 50 full size. This is a dwarf type variety, 3-8" high, newly developed in Taiwan and
has become a very popular vegetable there because of its excellent quality. Tender stems and leaves in light green color are very
delicious, suitable for stir-fry, soup and salad. Plants grow very well and fast in warm climates, suitable for spring/summer/early fall crops.
~150 seeds
3200- Arugula. This spicy salad plant has been grown for over a century. High in protein and uniquely flavored. Deeply cut arrow-shaped
leaves and white flowers are all edible. Can be planted early as it prefers cool weather.
~400 seeds
3204- Arugula, Wild.this wild relative of the cultivated arugula is intensely lobed and has a wild fire pungency. Is more heat tolerant and
much more cold tolerant than standard arugula. ~400 seeds
5530- Wrinkled Crinkled Crumpled (Cress, Garden). From a cross between ‘Persian’ and ‘Curly’ cress, the leaves of this unique type are
held erect for easy cutting and cleaner product. Widely reported to be the last variety to bolt in comparative trials, meaning more cuts per
sowing. ~100 seeds
3380-Corn Salad. Dark green leaves form a fancy rosette that is harvested when young. Leaves can be blanched for a few days before
picking to remove bitterness and have a vaguely nutty taste that is improved by a light frost. ~200 seeds
5596- Bausin Uncommon variety, the mildest and sweetest we've grown. Glossy golden- green leaves with a trace of red veining are fine
for salads, maturing to a beautiful folded heart prior to bolting. Stems of bolting plants are sweet and crisply tender. ~150 seeds
5540-Cress: Upland 'Belle Isle'. Barbarea verna. The most cold hardy winter salad green we know, and a welcome tonic in combination
with escarole, chervil, chickweed, and chicory. Very dark green rosettes of watercress-like leaves, very high in vitamin C and
phytonutrients. ~100 seeds
5595- Red Dragon Attractive, deeply cut oak- leaf-like frilled leaves with purple and green variegation. Leaf petioles are lime-green, so
they look nice in salad mixes. Plants are fast growing, upright in habit, and slow to bolt in summer. Try some in a cold frame in late fall or
early spring ~150 seeds
5600- Molokhia. This Middle Eastern super-green, known as Jew's mallow or Egyptian spinach, has a high vitamin and mineral content.
This “food of kings” dates back to the time of the pharaohs, when an Egyptian king drank it in soup to recover from an illness. Today, it’s
one of the most widely eaten vegetables in Egypt.
3220-Mesclun, mixed greens. Mixture of lettuce, mustards and other greens. Used in salads. ~400 seeds
3221- Spicy mesclun. Want to spice up your greens, then this is the mix for you with a spicy mustard flavor and a variety of colors and
shapes. Over a dozen single varieties including Red Giant, Purple Osaka, Green Wave, Arugula, and more. ~400 seeds
5550- Purslane green: Purslane leaves have more vitamin C than spinach and are rich in omega-3 fatty acids and natural antioxidants.
Hot weather plant. ~100 seeds
5560- Purslane, Yellow. Golden yellow leaves are 4cm rounded, thick, and succulent. Used for a juicy lemon flavor in summer salads.
Mounded compact growth to 35cm tall. ~100 seeds
3350 - Red Radicchio: Plants have deep red leaves which contrast nicely with their white stem and produce a very nice head. ~100 seeds
GROUNDCHERRY ~50 seeds/ 3.50$
3001- Aunt molly’s. This outstanding Polish variety is prized for its clean flavor, with hints of vanilla and pineapple. Because of their high
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pectin count, the Ground Cherries can be used for preserves, pies, over ice cream or in fresh fruit salads. 100 cm tall plant.
3005 - Cape Gooseberry (Physalis peruviana) The cape gooseberry is native to Brazil and was grown in England by 1774. It was
cultivated by settlers at the Cape of Good Hope before 1807. The delicious yellow-orange fruit grow inside paper-like husks that are easy
to peel. They are great dipped in melted chocolate or made into pies and preserves.
3000- Groundcherry. 60 to 80 days. The plants reach about twelve inches in height and spread into a bush of about twenty four inches in
diameter. Loaded with small (about 1cm in diameter) fruit, in husks, that have a pineapple flavor and are good in pies or for jams.
3003- Golden Berry 75 days. 'Goldie' is a late variety with larger berries, averaging 3/4" in diameter. Use these sweet berries fresh in
salads, pies, dessert toppings or preserves.
KALE ~150 seeds/ 3.50$
3161- Dazzling Blue. 50-60 days. It sports puckered, brilliant blue-green leaves highlighted with shocking pink midribs. Along with its
showy appearance, Dazzling Blue proves to be especially cold-tolerant, surviving sub-freezing temperatures better than other lacinato
types.
3155- Dwarf Blue Curled. Uniform low-growing plants are 30-40cm tall with a 50-80cm spread. Stands well and maintains its color. A light
frost improves flavor and sweetness. High in vitamin A. 53-65 days from transplant.
3156- Jagallo nero A distinctive oak leaf form of Cavolo Nero or Lacinato kale. Attractive blue green leaves are deeply indented, with long
petioles, adding a very different texture to a mixed salad. Mild cabbage flavor. Plant habit is upright and very vigorous, easy to harvest at
high density.
3150- Kale mix. Mixture of shapes and colors.
3153- Lacinato, blue. Heirloom. 60-90cm.The leaves of this extremely winter-hardy variety become sweeter after a hard frost. Delicious
and tender when stir-fried or steamed. 50-60 days.
3152- Lacinato Rainbow. This mix was selected from diverse population that includes the leaf qualities that Lacinato is loved for, overlain
with hues of red, purple, and blue-green. More vigorous and cold hardy than Lacinato
3160- Nash’s Green. Vigorous and productive green curly type perfect for fall and winter crops. Stout, strong plants packed with curly
leaves. Produces late into the season with minimal leaf yellowing; ideal for overwintering from June plantings.
3151- Red Russian. 40 days. 'Red Russian' is an unusual and beautiful variety that grows 60cm tall. Leaves are bitter-free, very tender,
and are intersected by purple-pink veins, lightly tinged with purple on the margins. In cold weather the leaves turn reddish-purple and are
very attractive.
3157- Red Ursa. Red Ursa combines the beautiful red stems and leaf veins of Red Russian with the frilliness of a Siberian type. Leaf
shapes can vary from flat to lobed to extremely frilled. The plants are large and the leaves are positioned at an upward angle. Cold hardy
and has also exhibited Clubroot tolerance.50 Days To Maturity. 24"" high
3158- Scarlet Kale. Remarkably attractive dark green kale with red veined, frilly, tightly curled leaves. We have found Scarlet to be a
vigorous performer with good cold tolerance. Begin harvesting leaves when young, and allow plant to grow well into the early winter. 2436” tall by 24" wide, 60 days from transplant.
3162- Siberian Kale. Productive. Frost hardy. 18-36" tall. Tender light blue-green leaves with white stems and ruffled edges. Superior
tenderness, especially of young leaves, makes Siberian one of the best varieties for raw salad and spring "rapini". Great flavor that is
sweetened and improved by frost.
3154- Vates. 55 days. Use as a garnish or steam the greens, especially after a frost when the greens become sweeter. Plants are sturdy
and compact with deep-green, finely curled leaves.
3159- White Russian Kale. Sweet, tender, hardy leaves. Blue-green leaves and white ribs that get sweeter in cold weather. Tolerates wet
soil. Very cold-hardy. Days to maturity: 21 days baby, 50 full size
KOHLRABI ~100 seeds/ 3.50$
5412- Kohlrabi, Purple Vienna. The skin of the bulbs is purple and the flesh is greenish- white. These are best enjoyed when they are 56cm in diameter, before they become woody.
5411- Kohlrabi, White Vienna. The skin of the bulbs is green and the flesh is greenish- white. These are best enjoyed when they are 5cm
in diameter, before they become woody.
LEEKS ~100 seeds/ 3.50$
5440- Winter Leeks. Leaves are a medium green with a nicely elongated stem 20- 22.5cm long and 5-7.5cm thick. The mild tasting, white
stems are absolutely delicious in sautees, soups and other dishes.
5441- Blue Solaize leek. French heirloom, truly blue-colored leaves that turn violet after a cold spell. Very large sweet medium-long shaft,
extreme cold resistance and hardiness. Good for short-season areas and winter harvest, holds well over the winter in the ground. 100-120
days from transplant.
LENTILS 100 seeds/ 3.50$
5860- Dupuy Lentils: French lentil, easy to grow, about 60-70 days to dry lentils.
LETTUCE/leaf ~300 seeds/ 3.50$
3059 - Antares. Variety based on a combination of ‘Salad Bowl’ and ‘Rouge d’ Hiver’. Bright red, extra frilled, fine cut oakleaf, with very
upright leaves and vigorous growth.
3110- Black seeded Simpson, Introduced in 1850, this favorite looseleaf lettuce has sweet, large, light- green, crumpled leaves. Inner
leaves blanch almost white. Slow- bolting, never bitter, early and adaptable.42 days.
3061- Bronze Arrowhead. 40-50 days. Awarded the bronze medal at the 1947 All-America Selections. Hailed as “the finest, most
colourful and most delicious leaf lettuce for the home garden.”
3055- Dark Lollo Rossa Lettuce Heavily frilled green leaves with dark red edges.Red-edged, heavily frilled leaves provide loft, texture,
and color. Good red color even in low-light indoor conditions or under row covers.
3054- Mate’s Hungarian lettuce. green, early, spring or fall, black seed, 1930s.
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3095- Oakleaf 28 days baby, 50 days full size. It has remained a favorite due to its rapid growth, disease resistance, slow bolting, and
refusal to turn bitter in hot weather. Forms a large, fast-growing rosette of light-green, wavy, deep-notched leaves.
3051 Radichetta. Seeds are very cold hardy with good resistance to bolting and produce Long thin stems with green serrated leaf and
open head. Not bitter at all in taste but with the appearance and texture of a leaf chicory. Use in salads or cook. Does best in spring and
fall for full size heads anytime for baby. 50 days to maturity.
3067- Red Sails. Baby 29 days, full size 55 days. Still a favorite of home gardeners for its vigor, adaptability and excellent flavor. Crispy
and sweet, never bitter, and extremely slow to bolt.
3090- Red Salad Bowl Lettuce. 28 days baby, 50 days full size. The popular red counterpart to green Salad Bowl, Red Salad Bowl has
bronze-tipped oak-shaped leaves that form a delicate, full rosette. Matures early, resists bitterness, and is very slow to bolt, allowing for an
extended harvest period. Grows well in all seasons but color is best under cool weather
3069- Rossa di Trento. 45-60 days. A beautiful savoyed red-tipped cutting lettuce from Milan, Italy. Resists bolting and is widely adapted
for outdoor plantings, but also performs well in a greenhouse. Looseleaf.
3130- Salad Bowl Lettuce 28 days baby, 50 days full size. AAS winner in 1952, Salad Bowl has remained a favorite due to its rapid
growth, disease resistance, slow bolting, and refusal to turn bitter in hot weather. Forms a large, fast-growing rosette of light-green, wavy,
deep-notched leaves.
3050- Tango - Standard baby leaf variety for salad mixes that defines this type. Deeply lobed and frilly, similar to endive with a light palegreen color, oak leaf shape and lofty texture. Makes a small, compact head. Days to maturity: 28 days baby
LETTUCE/BUTTERHEAD ~300 seeds 3.50$
3140- Buttercrunch, Crisp, easy-to-grow butterhead with wonderful flavor and texture. Dependable, with solidly-furled leaves. Heat
tolerant, slow to bolt
3072- Butterking Giant Heads of Soft, Mellow Flavor. Resistant to Tip Burn! 60 to 65 days. Very slow to bolt, this lettuce reaches about
20cm high and wide, well-packed with delectable leaves. It is highly resistant to tip burn and never bitter, even when hot weather arrives
early and it must finish under less than ideal conditions. Butter King was bred in Ottawa in 1966,
3052 Bourguignonne. The heads are large, 30 cm tall, round and pale green. The seeds are white. The variety is very hardy and
productive. This very old heirloom variety is originally from France and is also known as “Grosse Blonde d’Hiver”. It was mentioned in
1885, in the book “Les Plantes Potagères” of Vilmorin-Andrieux.
3083- Kweik Lettuce - A “kweik”-heading, medium sized, lime-green butter type especially suited to cool season crops or unheated winter
greenhouse culture. It has a strong tendency to bolt in the long days of summer. Kweik has shown field resistance to downy mildew, tip
burn, and Sclerotinia stem rot.
3065 - Merveille des Quatres Saisons, is an old French heirloom lettuce that was originally introduced commercially 1885. It is a
butterhead type of lettuce that produces 8 to 12 inch heads. The leaves are a creamy yellow to light green color and are tipped with a
beautiful reddish-bronze color on the outer leaves. For beauty, it is one of the most striking and gorgeous lettuces available. Features an
excellent flavor and does well in all types of climates. Can be sown in both Spring and Fall. Matures is 45 to 55 days.
3088- Optima. The dark green butterhead, big framed and thick leaved. Very resistant to downy mildew, bottom rot, and tip-burn
3068- Tom Thumb 55 days. Small butterhead perfect for small gardens. About the size of an apple, it is ideal for serving whole as an
individual salad. Does best planted in early spring or late summer
LETTUCE/CRISPLEAF ~300 seeds 3.50$
3073-Cardinale Lettuce. A wine red Batavian crisp-leaf, especially suited to cutting for salad mix because of its juicy crunch, heft, shelf life
and well-proportioned leaves. Forms open rosettes for easy picking until full maturity, then folds itself into a beautiful red crisphead.
3074- Concept Lettuce. Striking visual appeal in pure crisp green. A cross between crispleaf and romaine types, creating an open
whorled effect in the full head, and a very juicy crunchy romainesque flavor. Slow bolting.
3057 - Iceberg. 65 days. Not to be confused with the generic term for head lettuce, this Batavian variety is an heirloom more than a
century old. Golden green leaves with wavy pink margins form large soft oval heads. Unique color and upright form for salad mix. Good
resistance to downy mildew and Sclerotinia.
3058- Jester Lettuce is a new variety from the fields of Gathering Together Farm and the talented eye of Frank Morton. Open Pollinated.
45 Days. We love the flavor, ragged leaves and color. One of the prettiest lettuces and as Morton says”it’s crisp, glossy and juicy as an
apple". Slow to bolt in any season.
3053- Red Iceberg- A wonderful find—a truly red, fully heading crispleaf iceberg lettuce. Works great for a spring planting, and hold well in
the field before bolting. Crisp, sweet, and a unique shade of red as a baby.
3086- Reine d’ Glaces. The “Queen of Ices” has been around for about 2 centuries, and she’s a beauty of a crisphead, with very ornately
toothed green wrapper leaves blanching a crunchy white heart. Sounds like a queen. The hearts are a nice base for any salad, and she
makes a fancy crisp cutting lettuce for mixes at a juvenile stage. Highly rated for horizontal resistance to downy mildew in trials.
LETTUCE/ROMAINE ~300 seeds/ 3.50$
3062 - Dark green Romaine. A classic heirloom within its type Head closed at the top, blanching the heart. The darker green leaves seem
to go with its especially sweet flavor.
3064-Freckles. This semi-cos style Lettuce shows impressive performance; very slow to bolt and highly productive, with the most unusual
leaf. This intricately speckled foliage has a nutty taste, ideal for salad both for flavor and color!
3060- Plato II. A real standout in a lettuce disease trials, resisting tipburn, downy mildew, and Sclerotinia better than any other green
romaines. Darkest green. Flat topped. Dense.
3120- Parris Island Cos. 28 days baby, 55 days full size. Upright, dark green 20-30cm head of neatly folded, slightly savoyed leaves. Has
a creamy white heart and nicely shaped leaves. This is the standard Romaine type. Very uniform and slow to bolt, with tolerance of mosaic
virus and tip-burn.
3070- Rouge De Hiver Lettuce 28 days baby, 60 days full size. An excellent red romaine of old French heritage. Has beautiful large, broad
leaves with a sweet flavor and buttery texture. Color varies from bronze to deep red. Tolerant of tip-burn, white mold, and cold. Does better
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in heat if kept well-watered.
LUFFA 20 seeds/ 3.50$
4840- Luffa 70 days. The fruits are 30-40 cm long and 8-12 cm in diameter, up to 700g in weight. The vine is very ornamental, producing
clusters of yellow blossoms, in pleasing contrast with the silvery-shaded, dark green foliage
MELONS
20 seeds/ 3.50$
5688- Collective Farm Women. Ukrainian heirloom. Original source was a woman from a collective farm. Crunchy and sweet winter
melon with a long shelf life. Small 1 kilo melons turn golden when ripe. 80-85 days.
5677- Delicious 51. Muskmelon. Some consider Delicious 51 to be the best widely available open-pollinated muskmelon for cold climates.
Sweet 1.5 kilo. fruits with medium to sparse netting over distinct ribs turn yellow at maturity, may be soft when ripe. Dark orange interiors
with sweet juicy aromatic flesh. (88 days)
5685- Extra Early Hanover. Sweet, soft, juicy flesh can be eaten right down to the rind.
Produces large quantities of 1-1.5 kilo melons, 12cm long by 15cm diameter. 70-85 days.
5687- Farthest North Melon. 65 days. Small, single-serving, baseball size melons vary in color as well as texture and flavor. The earliest
short-season variety we have found.
5678- Hale’s best. A great tasting melon with aromatic, sweet, firm, salmon-colored flesh, a yellow-green rind with a heavy coarse net and
light rib. A heavy producer that is drought and mildew resistant. Introduced in 1924. (85 days )
5683- Hearts Of Gold. Deep orange flesh is thick and very sweet. These are beautiful melons with luscious deep-orange golden flesh that
is sweet, juicy and fragrant. Rinds are thin, heavily netted and medium ribbed. Vigorous, prolific plants bear nearly round, medium-sized, 1
kilo fruits that are ready to pick 90 days from sowing. 80-90 days
5681- Minnesota Midget. Extra early. Vines seldom over 1m long. Round fruits are 8- 10cm thick golden-yellow flesh. Edible to the rind,
high sugar content. (60-75 days).
5670– Montreal melon: Green fleshed melon grown in Montreal around 1900, disappeared for many years before being brought back to
Montreal. Excellent taste. 90-100 days.
5675- Noir de Carmes . One of the easiest to grow and most luxurious of all melons. Extremely dark green skin, almost black when
immature, ripening to mostly orange mottled with green. Sweet, aromatic, orange flesh. Very productive. 75 days.
5671- Oka. This heirloom variety was grown in the Montreal area in 1920’s and 1930’s. orange flesh and excellent taste. Bred around
1912 by Father Athanase of the Trappist Monastery at La Trappe, Quebec. Oka was a cross of the green-fleshed Montreal Market and
Banana. Great flavor and texture. 80-90 days.
5672- Petit Gris de Rennes. Dense 1 kilo fruit have orange flesh that is superbly sweet, flavorful and perfumed. This variety is early and
well adapted to cool climates. This fine French variety is of the best quality. (80-85 days)
5676- Pride of Wisconsin. Heavy yields of football-shaped 2-3 kilo fruits. Hard shelled with firm, sweet flesh. Great old-fashioned flavor
associated with roadside stand melons. 90-100 days
5674- Sakata's sweet melon 85 days. These small 7-10cm round melons are very sweet with a high sugar content. Oriental varieties
open a whole new dimension to melons as they are amazingly different. Crisp and crunchy--they have edible skins.
MUSTARDS ~150 seeds/3.50$
5580-Mizuna. 21 days for baby, 40 days formature leaves A crucial salad mix ingredient! Mizuna grows whorl after whorl of deeply fringed
lime-green leaves with a nice mild flavor. So highly resistant to bolting that it continues to produce many weeks from one planting, with
continued re-growth after cutting.
5593 - Golden frill. Lacy-looking leaves are vibrant light green, finely cut and frilly. Deeply cut and serrated leaves add loft and texture to
signature salad mixes. Bunch at full size for braising greens or use as garnish. The spiciest of mustard flavors. Very slow to bolt. Essential
salad leaf. (B. juncea) Days to maturity: 21 days baby, 45 full size
5581- Purple Mizuna. A crucial salad mix ingredient! Japanese mustard with slender white stems and bright green and purple deeply
serrated leaves. Mild in flavor, this variety is good for stir-fries, salads, sandwiches and soup also. Cut leaves as needed at any stage or
harvest the whole head. Slow to bolt. Days to maturity: 21 days baby, 40 full size
3190- Mustard, red giant. Large, beautiful, round, purple leaves with pungent, spicy flavor. A cool-weather crop. Best seeded directly into
rows 10 inches apart when soil has thawed. Germinates well in cool, wet weather and thrives in these conditions. Flavor is milder when
young and tender. To lengthen harvest time, do not disturb the central growth.
3370- Komatsuna. Often known as mustard spinach, its leaves are tender and mild. Can be used as a cut-and-come-again crop at any
stage of growth. Use in salads, steamed, stir- fried, or in soups. Traditional in Japanese cooking. Excellent bolt resistance and cold
tolerance. 45 days.
5591 Osaka Purple Large, beautiful, savoyed, purple leaves are pungent and sharp. Use young in salads or bunch for steaming or stirfrying when mature. An attractive addition to braising mixes. A cool-weather crop, but bolt- resistant in the heat. 40 days.
5594- Ruby Streaks Mustard Green Deeply- lobed and lacy burgundy baby leaves are airy and lofty with a bright green stem, and more
closely resemble dandelion greens when mature. Color is darkest when sown summer through fall. Ruby Streaks offers a mild spice and
rosy elegance to any salad plate or stir fry. 20 days baby, 45 full size
OKRA ~25 seeds/3.50$
4880-Burgundy Okra. 1m plant. Beautiful scarlet-red pods, leaves and stems.Vigorous, medium-sized plants produce tender, slightlyribbed pods.
4871- Burmese Okra. 53 days. 9-12 in. slender pods are curved and virtually spineless. Pods mature from light green to creamy yellowgreen. At 10 in. long they are tender, sweet, and spineless enough to be eaten raw or added to salads.
4870-Clemson Spineless 80. 1m plant. Oak- shaped leaves and spectacular yellow blooms. A vigorous plant with 10cm slender, smooth
pods.
4873 - Dwarf Lee: 55 days. Short plants, less than 3 feet tall, producing a good amount of 6 to 7 inch tapered green pods with slight
ridges.
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4874 - Emerald: 60 days. Spineless, velvet type with tall plants, round, smooth, dark green 7 to 9 inch green pods. High quality and
yields well (even in the North).
4872- Lady’s Finger Dark green succulent 3-4 inch pods are nearly spineless and indispensable. Tall sturdy plants.
ONIONS ~100 seeds/ 3.50
5202- Ailsa Craig - HEIRLOOM 105 days Large sweet onions with juicy white flesh are known for their record-breaking size. White bulbs
are somewhat pear-shaped (heavy bottomed and slightly elongated) with a thick neck. Will keep in storage for about a month. Long day.
5204- NY early. 100 days. Small-to-medium yellow onions with great keeping qualities. Mild flavor makes these great all purpose onions,
raw or cooked, especially in the later winter months when other onion varieties has lost their keeping quality.
5212- Rossa Di Milano Onion. 3-4 in. bulb. Very attractive, glossy, red Italian 3-4"" onion with medium-hot flavor. Flat top tapers to a
barrel-shaped bottom. A long intermediate day type tolerant of cool climates. Very uniform shape. Excellent keeper. 110-120 days
5214- Walla Walla. 110 days. Famous for its sweet flavor in fresh eating, Walla Walla is a medium to large mild onion with white flesh and
light brown skin. Very cold hardy but not a keeper. Can be directly sown in mid-spring. Long day.
5208- Evegreen Hardy Bunching. Clusters of 4-9 silvery shanks of non-bulbing scallion-type onions. This hardy variety reliably winters
over, even here in northern Vermont where temperatures can reach negative 30°F. May be sown in spring for summer use or in fall to
overwinter for spring harvests. Divide clumps in second year to produce a new crop.
5211- Red Welsh Bunching Onion (Allium fistulosum) Super-hardy bunching onion that originated in northern China or Siberia, despite
its name. Grown for its thick green stems and hollow leaves which possess a sharp onion flavor. This perennial never forms a bulb in the
garden; once established, new plants can be raised by replanting the abundant side-shoots.
5215- White Welsh Bunching Onion. A.fistulosum Perennial bunching onion prized for its white, mild scallions. White Welsh is a
vigorous, hardy grower capable of multiplying rapidly giving an abundance of mild, fleshy white shanks. Perennial | Ht. 30-50cm/12-20” |
ORIENTAL VEGETABLES
3291- Kogane chinese cabbage. 70-80 days to mature heads. When mature, the loose head, fluffy head type and has a yellow core
surrounded by crumpled green outer leaves. For fullsized heads sow in mid July.
3290- Chinese Cabbage Wong Bok. 75 days. [Heirloom Mandarin variety.] An old Chinese variety that produces an upright broad head,
averaging 22cm high by 16cm in diameter. Heads are shorter and more compact than 'Michihili' with a slight mustard flavor. Keeps well.
Leaves are light-green with a white heart. Sow in July for fall harvest. ~150 seeds
336- Ching-chian Green Baby Pak Choy is one of the most popular vegetables grown and sold in the supermarkets on the West Coast
and Orient. This fast-growing vegetable has tender green leaves and crispy green petioles. Green Baby Bok Choy has become the most
used vegetables in various Oriental dishes due to its excellent flavor, texture and size. ~150 seeds
3362- Hon Tsai Tai: This vegetable has deep purple leaf and flower stalks and dark green leaves. The plant grows vigorously and
produces lots of flower buds for vegetable use. Young stalks and flowers are very tender, excellent for stir-fry. This vegetable is tolerant at
low temperature and the purple color intensifies as the temperature decreases. ~150 seeds
3361-Prize Choy. (Brassica rapa) Beautiful upright pac choy with succulent white stems and lush green leaves. This strain is especially
uniform, vigorous, and bolt resistant. Delicious mild flavor. Excellent in stir-fries. 45-50 days. ~150 seeds
3180- Shungiku greens. Tender edible greens and flowers have a unique zesty flavor. Requires warm, moist conditions to thrive. Can
reseed. Harvesting tips. Harvest at 6-9 inches to use the whole plant, or clip leaves and flowers from a larger plant. 40-45 days. ~100
seeds
3280- Tah Tsai: Delicate, mild flavor is delicious raw or in a stir-fry. This attractive and prolific miniature vegetable forms flattened, dense
rosettes of dark-green leaves that can be harvested even after snowfall. ~150 seeds
3364- White Stemmed Pac Choy. Gorgeous thick, white stems under glossy green leaves. Open habit and commonly used as a baby leaf
variety in salad and braising green mixes. A standard for mild brassica flavor, and thick leaves. 25 days baby, 50 full size ~150 seeds
4780- Winter melon. An early variety. It grows vigorously. Heat tolerant and stress tolerant. The fruits are 30-40 cm long and 15 cm in
diameter, with dark green and hairy skin. It is a very popular variety in South China. 20 seeds
PARSNIP

~200 seeds/3.50$

5090- Harris. 105 days. A vintage variety grown throughout the country well before 1850. In the 1800's parsnips were often used to make
marmalade. Wedge-shaped roots, 20 to 30cm long, 6cm at the shoulder.
Excellent storage variety.
PEAS 50 seeds All are 3.50$
5760- British Wonder. Shelling pea. A large-podded dwarf pea of good quality and yield. Short vines grow 3' tall and require trellising.
50-55 days.
5810- Cascadia Pea. Short vines produceplentiful thick and juicy 3”” snap peas. Good main season variety with resistance to pea enation
and powdery mildew. Developed by Dr. James Baggett as Oregon State University. 55-70 days
5840- Green Arrow. An English main crop variety and standard home and market variety. Slim pointed pods are 10-12cm long and
contain 8-11 small deep green peas. Pods are almost always borne in doubles. Very heavy reliable production. Medium vines grow 6070cm tall. Shell, 62-70 days.
5761- Karina. A dwarf shell pea that gets in and out quick with beautiful dark green pods. Plants are 24-30" tall and appreciate staking but
don't require it. Gives high yields of 3" pods with 4-6 peas. Ripens with Sugar Ann in early summer. Excellent sweet flavor.Earliest shell
pea. Doesn't require support. 3" podsvirus, powdery mildew, and fusarium wilt race 1.
5850- Laxton’s Progress # 9. A leading large- podded garden pea, substantially earlier, hardier, and larger than the original Laxton’s
Progress. Small 40-50cm plants produce heavy yields of dark green peas with excellent flavor and quality. Pods are 10- 12cm long with 69 large, wrinkled dark green peas. 58-65 days. Disease resistances: Fusarium Wilt
5750- Mammoth Melting Snow Pea - Mammoth sized pods average 10-12cm long with a delicate, mouth-watering crunch. These 1.5m
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tall vines require trellising for support and bear over a long period of time. Large white flowers are an extra bonus, adding a splash of
brightness to your edible landscape. 65 days. Disease Resistance: Fusarium Wilt
5790- Oregon Sugar Pod II. 68 days Succulent pods filled with semi-wrinkled seeds on plant that are 70cm in height. Improved resistance
to wilt and powdery mildew. Resistant to pea enation mosaic
PEPPERS HOT ~25 seeds All are 3.50$
3781- Anaheim pepper is a mild variety of the cultivar 'New Mexico No. 9'. The chile "heat" of 'Anaheim' varies from 500 to 2,500 on the
scoville scale
3960- Biquinho Yellow Pepper "Little Beak" pepper from Brazil. The small, pointed fruits avg. 1 1/4" and have a unique, slightly tart flavor
with a tiny bit of heat. May be eaten raw or cooked, but is generally pickled in vinegar and served with meals. Fruits turn from very pale
green to yellow.
3757- Bulgarian Carrot Hot Pepper. Extremely productive 18" tall plants. Fruits ripens from green to yellow-orange, quite hot. Clusters of
fruits grow close to the stem, well protected from sunburn. Crunchy flesh, adds color and texture to chutneys and salsas. Excellent when
roasted. 70-80 days from transplant.
3820- Chili d'Arbol. The fruit is plenty hot, often dried to decorate wreaths and make Ristras. Grows 24-30 inches tall. Light green pods
turning dark red. Plant spaced 12-18 inches apart, in rows 3 feet apart, or in a 3 gallon pot for an indoor house plant.
3860- Chinese 5 colors Pepper Vast numbers of fruits hold for weeks on the plants providing a beautiful display. Tiny ½"" fruits point
upward and ripen from green to red. Great for containers, excellent for drying. 90 days from transplant.
3990- Golden Cayenne: 7-10cm long yellow cayenne pepper, dry or fresh 80 days
3940- Habanero Super-hot! Wrinkled fruits ripen from dark green to salmon orange. This extremely pungent Habanero may be used fresh
or dried. Key ingredient in Jamaican "jerk" sauces. Yield potential is good. In the North grow in pots. 100 days
3750- Hungarian wax. Medium hot variety. Dependable and productive northern variety. Short, stocky plants bear 10-15cm tapered, hot,
yellow fruits that ripen to brilliant orange- red. 75-80 days.
3770- Issus d’Espelette. Red long fruits. French variety. 4 of 7 Scoville. 90-95 days.
3890- Jalapeno: green jalapeno, thick flesh. Popular medium-hot variety widely used in the burritos and tamales of Mexico and the
Southwest. Thick walled, 7cm fruits are typically eaten green but are also excellent ripened to red. 70-80 days
398- Korean Kimchi pepper Kim-Chi is an early maturing hot pepper. This variety produces fruits with 10-12 cm in length, 2 cm in
diameter. Fruits in pendent habit are dark green in skin color when immature and turn into red when matured. The plant grows vigorously.
First fruit picking can be obtained 65 days after transplanting
3950 - Little Blue. Fantastic looking dwarf chilli plant great for pots around the patio, easy to grow. Medium heat, just right to pop in a
salad or on the barbeque
3880 Padron. Traditionally used for delicious snacks or "tapas" when young. Picked when the chilies are about the diameter of an olive,
the pods are fried whole in olive oil and sprinkled with sea salt. One in every few is spicy, so you never know when you'll get a surprise
("Spanish Roulette"). Make sure to pick them small, as larger, more mature peppers are always hot. 55-85 days
3970- Peruvian Purple. This chili is so striking it is often grown indoors as an ornamental. Plant is completely purple, foliage and all.
Produces 3cm upright fruits that are mildly hot and turn red when mature. 70-90 days.
3755- Piri Piri Chile It needs to be started inside early and given protection,or preferably in the greenhouse, but it will produce hundreds of
1 inch extremely HOT red chili. It can be hard to germinate without extra heat.
3910- Red Cayenne: produces a semi compact plant approx 60cm high. Fruits are pendant setting, long and wrinkled. The fruit has a thin
wall and is ideal for drying. 3-5,000 Scoville approx. 13cm length 1.5cm in diameter. 85 days
3830- Ring of Fire red. Classic cayenne shape with fiery flavor. Hot, straight and tapered fruits turn red when ripe. Plant produces
abundantly. Good dried or fresh. 75 days
3930- Thai Dragon: 1-3" long, red or dark red chile. The Thai Dragon is very hot. Plants generally grow to 1-2 ft high and can produce up
to 200 chiles in a single season. An heirloom variety from Asia, probably from the 1800's. 85 days
3920 - Thai hot: A great little pepper to grow in pots or in the garden. Absolutely loaded with little 1" fruits ripening from green to red,
averages 200 fruits per plant. 85 days from transplant.
4051- Greek Peperoncini 62 days Thin-walled, slightly wrinkled shape, and mildly hot flavor as the other Pepperoncini, and the perfect
addition to Greek salads.
4040- Stavros Pepper. This is a fine heirloom Greek Pepperoncini. Enjoy the wonderful spicy/sweet flavor that makes these peppers so
special. Use the traditional way and pick them young for pickling or grow out for fresh use. Turns orange/red when fully ripe.
4130- Shishito: Unique Japanese baby sized pepper produces small glossy fruits that should be picked green and lightly stir fried as used
in tempura Japanese cuisine.
SWEET PEPPER 25 seeds All are 3.50$
4310- Alba Regia The Alba Regia Pepper is one of the most beautiful peppers anywhere - in all its stages. 10cm tapered, 3-lobed fruits
ripen from creamy white to cream-streaked with coral and finally to a deep coral red. The flesh is very sweet, thick and crunchy. 80 days
4170- Apple: Mild, juicy, and sweetly fruity. At its peak just as the mature fruits are turning green to red. Avg. 10cm top-shaped fruits.
Medium-sized plants yield well in diverse climates. 57 days
4140- Beli Kalvil. Low bush type of plant produces good yields of 2.5 cm long by 3-3.5 cm wide hot pods good for staffing with cabbage.
Variety from Serbia
4092- Bridge to Paris. 75 days. It's a wonderful variety. The plants are large (up to 36 inches in height) and loaded with big peppers. The
flavor and texture are first-rate: extremely sweet when ripe, with thick bell pepper-like skin. A handful of plants will provide plenty of pepper
flesh for fresh eating and freezing.
4030- Chocolate. A delicious pepper, ripening from green to chocolate colored on the outside and brick-red inside. Thick flesh, great for
northern gardeners. introduced in 1965. 58-86 days from transplant
4180- Doe Hill. Produces small bell peppers before the larger ones come into season. (green > orange). It produces 4 to 6- lobed bright
orange, flat shaped bells, 6cm high and 3cm wide. The 60cm plants are high yielding, are widely adapted and disease resistant.
4360- Frank’s: Plants are very compact with a solid pack of fruits. Good for fresh use or for cooking. Turn red quickly. Fruits are a medium
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size, elongated bell shape. Very sweet flavor. 56 days
4091- Gatherer’s Gold Pepper. 70 days. A gorgeous, golden variation of the quintessential sweet Italian frying pepper.
4270- Iko Iko Bell Pepper. Purple and yellow peppers ripen to tangerine and red streaked with purple. Immature fruits are dark purple,
lavender, pale yellow, and occassionally lime green. Excellent early season color at market! 3.5” fruits. Days to maturity: 65 days
purple/yellow, 85 days red/orange
4250- Jimmy Nardello's Pepper. 75 days. It's no wonder that this variety has been grown and cherished for generations. An almost
uncanny sweet, fruity flavor makes these peppers tempting and delightful eaten straight off the plant, but traditional Italian cuisine typically
uses them for frying. Jimmy Nardello's has consistently been one of the first peppers in our trials to ripen, beginning green and ripening to
red. The long, slender fruit will easily reach 6-9 inches. Super productive, disease-resistant plants.
4220- King of the North. Arguably the best red bell for northern gardeners where the seasons are cool and short. Nice blocky fruits, great
sweet flavor. 70 days from transplant.
4210- Lipstick: Heavy, attractive, dark green fruits are about 10cm long and taper to a blunt point. They ripen to a glossy, rich red. Thick,
juicy, and sweet for salads and cooking, and perfect for roasting and salsa. Dependable, early, heavy yields, even in a cool summer
season. 53 days to green, 73 days red ripe
4390 - Novo Sadska Sweet Bell Pepper (creamy white > orange > red) 55 days. An extra-early, large wax, sweet pepper with compact
growth and concentrated fruit set. Thick-walled pointed bells, 2½ x 3½ in. Excellent variety for container gardens, early crops, and shortseason areas.
4050- Pepperoncini. Heirloom from Southern Italy, a popular small sweet thin pepper with excellent flavored fruits that have a little heat.
Plants are bushy and vigorous the 12cm fruits ripen from green to red. Ideal for fresh peppers in salads or pickled. 70 days
4340 - Purple Beauty. The best purple pepper available, short and bushy plants have 5 to 12 blocky fruits hiding in the leaves. The colour
goes from green to purple to deep red. Resistant to Tobacco Mosaic Virus. Matures in 70-75 days.
4160- Romanian Sweet. Heirloom traditionally used for roasting, but also a great sweet pepper. Flesh is bright-red and very sweet, almost
candy-like. Tapered fruits are 5cm at the shoulder by 15cm long, ripen from green to brown to red. 85 days from transplant.
4260- Shepherd. Produces an early yield of high quality, defect-free fruits. Flesh is thick and juicy and is good fresh, fried or pickled.
Heavy foliage cover protects fruit from sunscald. Three to four lobed fruits average 7cm wide at the shoulder and 12-17cm long. Fruit set is
concentrated at the base of the plant. 66 days
4010- Soroksari This beautiful Balkan heirloom pepper is almost translucent pale yellow in color. Very sweet for fresh use and stuffing as
you would a bell, but when fully ripened and dried it acquires a deeper orange/red color and makes a wonderful paprika, as well. Elongated
blocky-bell shaped fruit
4041- Sweet cherry Pepper. 75 days. Extra large 1 3/4 in./4 cm dark cherry red or dark green fruit for processing. Easy to Pick. Good
crack tolerance
PUMPKINS 20 seeds/ 3.50$
4675- Cinderella, Rouge vif d’Etampes This vivid red French heirloom will carry you off into a fairy tale where maidens ride in pumpkins
and wear glass slippers! Flattened fruits average 7-10 kg and resemble a red cheese wheel. Edible pumpkin with an exceptionally deep
orange flesh and a strong and sweet flavor, commonly used as a soup tureen. 100 days
4682- Flat White Boer: 105 days. Flat, wheel- like squash with white skin. Flesh is deep orange, sweet, very firm and very dry. Flesh is so
firm it maintains its structure after being cooked. South Africa
4725- Halloween Pumpkin. Fruits are medium orange with shallow ribs and can keep for a few months. 100 days.
4723- Lady Godiva. Grown for its naked, green hull-less seeds. Fruits are 2-5 kg. 100 days.
4714- Long Pie Pumpkin - The best pie pumpkin for cooking, stringless, smooth and brilliant orange meat! Long Pie averages 2- 4kg and
should be harvested green with a bright orange spot on the bottom. In storage it will ripen further and turn completely orange outside and
get even better inside. Great keeper. 100 days
4700 - Small Sugar Pumpkin. This heirloom from the 1800s is a classic for its high-quality stringless, sweet flesh which makes
scrumptious pies. Lightly ribbed, orange fruits are perfect for smaller gardens and make great little jack-o-lanterns Days to Maturity: 100.
4705- Winter Luxury Pie Pumpkin The beauty comes from the uniquely russeted finely netted golden orange skin. Luxury was introduced
in 1893 Vigorous vines bear globular 3-4 kg fruits with juicy tender slightly sweet pale orange flesh. They are somewhat delicate and only
fair keepers but will grace your Thanksgiving table with unrivaled beauty. 100 days.
Quinoa ~100 seeds $3.50
5892- Brighest Brilliant Quinoa. Beautiful calico-coloured seed heads mature above plants up to 2.4m (8′) tall. Leaves of young plants
are tender and tasty raw or steamed. Sow more densely if growing for greens – farther apart for large, full-size plants. Dry harvested
Quinoa seeds completely, and rinse them thoroughly to remove a bitter coating prior to use. Matures in 100 days
5891- Taiwanese red leaf Quinoa, known as "djulis", is a cereal plant traditionally called "ruby of cereals" for its bright red grain color and
cultivated by the aboriginal people of Taiwan, whom plant and harvest in accordance with festive rituals.
RADISHES ~150 seeds All are 3.50$
5320- Black Spanish round. Roots are turnip-shaped with black skin and mildly pungent white flesh. Sow mid summer for a winter supply.
Be sure to thin seedlings. 60 days.
5340- Cherry Belle. A tasty, round, brilliant red radish with crisp white flesh. Tolerant of poor soils, retains tenderness, resists pithiness. It
may be planted and harvested all summer long. 21-26 days.
5280- French Breakfast. Introduced prior to 1885, this olive-shaped radish is rosy scarlet with crisp, white flesh and a white tip. A very
handsome variety. Maintains its crisp texture up to 2 months after planting. 25 days.
5261- Green Luobo. A popular radish from north China; the tasty flesh is bright green. Very unique and colorful, they are shaped like
Daikons. These only grow well in cool weather; great for fall planting. An old Chinese standard. For summer and fall sowing only, will bolt
in the spring.
5290- Miyashige White Daikon Popular Japanese-type radish grows to large size while remaining crisp and tender for pickling,
fermenting or storage. Pure white with a pale green band near the crown. Commonly grown for fall and winter production, summer crops in
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the north. 50 days
5300- Radish mix. A farm stand favorite with pink, red, white, and lavender roots. Make beautiful bunches with this mix of red, purple, and
white round radishes. Maturing over an extended period of time, they stay crisp and mild even when large. 30 days
5331 - Rattail Radish. Raphanus sativus. 57 days. Grown for the 6” long, thin, crisp and spicy seed-pods, that cover the 3-foot plant after
blooming. Pods are eaten fresh, stir-fried or pickled. Produces for two months if kept picked. Produces plenty of food despite club-root,
maggots and hot weather. They are very delicious, crisp, and mildly pungent.
5310- Red Meat /Watermelon radish Green on the outside red on the inside - very unique and a good addition for eye appeal to Caesar
Salads. Can also be used for pickling or oriental cooking. Fall radish. Grows to 7-8cm in size.
5330- White Icicle. Heirloom. This radish has a crisp texture that never becomes woody.
Tapered white root tolerates a variety of soils and summer heat. 27-32 days.
RAPINI ~150 seeds/3.50$
5500- Spring Raab Traditional Italian specialty has a mild mustard flavor and whispy broccoli-like florets. Easy to handle, easy to grow,
and loaded with folic acid and vitamins. Plant from early spring to midsummer. 45 days.
RHUBARB ~25 seeds/ 3.50$
8510- Rhubarb. Red stems, good tasting rhubarb, takes 2-3 years to get mature plants from seeds.
RUTABAGA ~150 seeds/ 3.50$
5102-Joan. Roots are round, yellow fleshed with purple tops and a sweet, mild flavor. Joan is highly uniform and has good resistance to
club root. Plant in early to midsummer for a fall harvest. Taste improves after a hard frost. 90-100 days.
Sorghum ~100 seeds/$3.50
3480 White African Sorghum Shiny white seeds with black hulls. To 8 feet tall. Makes a fine dark syrup.
3481 Sand Mountain sorghum. Grain seeds may be eaten popped, ground or as cereal
SPINACH Packs are 3.50$
3210- Bloomsdale. Introduced in 1925, this classic, savoy-leafed spinach has tasty, thick, dark green leaves. Grows well in spring or fall
and can overwinter if protected with mulch. ~300 seeds
3212- Giant Winter Spinach - 50 days. Dark green, glossy leaves are deeply savoyed and selected for cold hardiness. High-yielding
variety recommended for fall crops, winter greenhouse production, or over wintering outdoors under mulch.
3211- Verdil Spinach 50 days very cold-tolerant, fast-growing large leaf variety with pleasant aromatic flavor. An excellent choice for
overwintering and early spring crops.
3219- Malabar spinach: Malabar is a vigorous climbing vine in warm climates. This vegetable is very popular in tropical and subtropical
areas. Young leaves and tips are used like spinach in cooking and salad. Harvest by cutting the young leaves and tips for vegetable use,
but keep 2-3 leaves on the branches for subsequent new branches to grow. ~25 seeds
SUMMER SQUASH /ZUCCHINI 20 seeds/ 3.50$
4728- Bennings Green Tint. Colorful light green scalloped shaped fruit, tender and good quality, excellent yields, easy to grow. Good
color for market. 50 days.
4729- Cocozelle zucchini. 45 days. Bush type plant produces good yields of dark green with light green stripes squash. The Italian
zucchini is very flavorful and tender. Best when harvested at 30cm long or smaller. Excellent for slicing, frying, and steaming. A good
freezing and canning variety.
4708- Costata Romanesco. Heirloom. Specialty Italian variety that wins every taste test based on its unique, slightly nutty flavor and
exceptional texture. Tender, gray-green skin and prominent ribbing also give this Italian variety a distinctive appearance. In Italy it is picked
at 15cm or smaller with the flowers still attached and fried whole. Plants are larger than typical zucchinis
4722-Dark Green Zucchini. Excels in producing good quantities of straight, marketable fruits. A reliable, open pollinated variety. 50 days
4727- Desi summer squash. Quick to grow, the small bush-type plants produce squash. Nutty rich flavor. It produces loads of yellow
round-baseball-size fruits that are great to use as you would any zucchini!
4719- Early Prolific Straightneck. AAS Winner from 1938, uniform lemon yellow, club-shaped fruit, firm flesh is of excellent quality, tasty.
45 days.
4724- Gem Squash: small, dark green summer squash or small winter squash with hard orange shell. South Africa. 70 days
4711 Golden Scallopini. very prolific patty pan type, bright yellow. Delicious summer squash when picked small. Bush plants are early
and produce throughout the season with saucer- shaped, 7-10cm golden fruits that have scalloped edges. (55 days)
4713- Golden Zucchini. Introduced in 1973 by W. Atlee Burpee of Philadelphia. Crisp and mild-flavored zucchinis are borne prolifically on
bush plants. 50-55 days.
4717- Lemon squash 55 days. The shape, size and color of a lemon; it has huge yields and the best resistance to insects we have seen in
a summer squash. Very tasty, great fried! A favorite, this is a superb market variety and is very attractive.
4652 - Longue de Nice (C. moschata) A variety from the South of France. Valued for both its immature fruits, 'courgettes' and as a mature
winter squash. When mature its flesh is an outrageous salmon color. Insect and disease resistant.
4709- Ronde de Nice: Bush. French Heirloom. Round zucchinis of exceptional flavor throughout growth, but most delicious steamed at
7cm or stuffed at 12cm. Prolific. 45 days.
4655- Trombetta di Albenga. This wonderful Italian heirloom summer squash is a vigorous climbing vine, producing many 30 to 38cm,
lime-green fruits with a curvaceous trumpet shape and a delicate mild taste with a hint of nutty artichoke flavor. Trombetta's flesh is
seedless and firm and doesn't get watery or mushy like regular zucchini.
4656- Trombocino rampicante: 100 days. (C. moschata) Long, curved fruits. Typically used in the immature stage (with flower still intact).
Fruits can be up to 6 inches long when the flower opens (much larger than most other squash). As they age and mature use them as a
butternut.
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4716 Vegetable marrow. 100 days. Large bushes produce pale oval squash, can be used as a zucchini or left to mature. When mature at
25cm, it has hard skin and creamy interior that is popular for stuffing and baking. Lebanese type.
4712- Woods Early: prolific, white scalloped fruits. Heirloom. 50 days.
4673- Zapallito del Tronco. Bush. Huge bushy plants with large tropical-looking leaves.Keep the young round green 5-10cm fruits picked
for bountiful supply-with a refreshingly different, lighter taste. Delicious raw or let mature to a winter squash which keeps well. South
America
WINTER SQUASH
20 seeds/ 3.50$
4702- Acorn Sweet REBA Resistant Early Bush Acorn (REBA). Another great release from Cornell University. Sweet REBA Acorn
continues putting energy into developing fruit long after most squash varieties have succumbed to powdery mildew. Plants have compact
bush habit and produce very high net yields of marketable fruit. Fruits average 4-5 per plant and are 7-900g, uniform, and nicely rounded.
4684- Baby blue Hubbard- A more marketable, scaled-down blue hubbard with smooth, gray-blue skin and sweeter flesh than the
standard Blue Hubbard. Fruits of 2-4 kg are of consistent quality and teardrop shape. Also excellent for use as a trap crop for cucumber
beetles, who prefer Blue Hubbard above all other cucurbit varieties.
4657 Black Futzu. black Japanese squash; the fruit is flattened, round and has heavy ribbing. Very unique and beautiful. The black fruit
will turn a rich chestnut color in storage. Flesh is golden color and has the rich taste of hazelnuts. Fruits are 1-4 kg each, and vines give
huge yields. Japanese, dark skinned, flattened.
4670- Burgess Buttercup round flat squash with orange meat. The finest of the sweet maximas. Creamy textured, deep orange flesh is
high in beta-carotene. Great for baking or steaming. The 1-3 kg fruits will keep for months. 95-105 days.
4650- Burpee’s Butterbush Butternut Winter Squash (87 days) Smooth tan 2–3 lb fruits with small seed cavities and deep reddishorange sweet flesh.Its earliness is a boon in cold summers. Average yield is 3–5 ripe fruits per plant. Excellent keeper.
4653- Butternut squash: Waltham. Heirloom Bell-shaped fruits have dark orange, medium- dry, sweet flesh. Delicious in soups, baked or
steamed. Stores well into late winter. Productive Waltham strain yields 3-5 pound fruits. 95-105 days.
4654- Canada Crookneck. A rare and much neglected squash. 25-30 cm long with a thin straight to crooked neck, expanding to about
10cm at the seed cavity. Flesh reddish orange. First listed by Hovey in 1834 and Thorburn in 1840. If you like butternut you'll now know
what you have been missing-- absolutely delicious eating, makes terrific soup and all else, edible skin.
4704- Candystick Delicata. Cucurbita pepo. 90 days. A large Honey Boat type with extremely thick flesh & delicious rich flavor. Fruits are
tan skinned with green stripes. Produces both short loaf shapes & long boat shapes. They keep very well & retain their sweetness better
than other squash well into storage.
4660- Cushaw White cucurbita mixta) 100 days. A rare Cushaw type; white skin and sweet, pale orange flesh. Easy to grow, huge yields,
and good resistance to squash bugs.
4661- Dishpan Cushaw Squash. cucurbita mixta) Very unusually shaped for a cushaw type, being about a foot in diameter but only 5-7
inches from stem to blossom end. Orange-fleshed fruits are great for pies; excellent keepers.
4678- Guatemalan Blue This selection is dark “blue” with light stripes; golden-yellow flesh is thick and firm. Fruits range up to 50 cm in
length and average 2.5kg. 90-95 days.
4680- Marina di Chioggia. Beautiful heirloom winter squash from Italy. Large grey-green bumpy turbans average 5-6 kg. Sweet dry flesh,
flavor improves with storage. Good keeper and consistently a good producer. 95- 100 days.
4651- Musquee de Provence. Gorgeous, big flat fruits are reminiscent of big wheels of cheese, heavily ribbed. Fruits average 10kg and
are green when immature and ripen to a deep, rich brown when fully ripe. Deep orange flesh, very fine flavored. One of the best varieties
we offer for baking, good keeper. 100-110 days.
4677 Potimarron The name is derived from potiron (pumpkin) and marron (chestnut). Very aromatic and chestnut-like in taste. One of the
very best for baking and roasting. Nice- sized 1-2 kg fruits store well. 85-95 days.
4706- Spaghetti Squash: Introduced in 1934. Spaghetti-like strands of flesh are delicious in many dishes. Fruit stores well. Harvesting
tips: pick before frost when stem cracks and skin hardens. Cure in sun for 10 days, or indoors at 85°F for 4 days. 88-100 days.
4703 Sweet Dumpling: Globe shaped small winter squash, striped skin, golden flesh. Maybe the sweetest squash ever, the prolific
compact vine yields up to 10 fruits which are teacup-shaped, ivory colored with green stripes. Needs no curing to store for 3-4 months.
4676- Sweet Keeper Squash. 2-5 kg. It has a deep-orange color and is high in beta carotene. The vines are like the ones in Jack in the
Beanstalk, some runners growing 8-10 m long! 5-7 kg flattened globes are a prime choice for pumpkin pie. Stores magnificently, into
spring. (95-105 days)
4726- Thelma Sanders Wonderful cream- colored acorn-type squash. A favorite two- serving baking squash. Excellent flavor, enormously
productive. A great family heirloom. 85-90 days.
4671- Uchiki Kuri. This Japanese variety has an almost smooth orange-red rind and thick creamy yellow flesh that has a very sweet and
nutty flavor. Weighs about 1.5kg when mature. 85-95 days
4673- Zapallito del Tronco Squash, Summer, Bush Huge bushy plants with large tropical- looking leaves. Keep the young round green 510cm fruits picked for bountiful supply-with a refreshingly different, lighter taste. Delicious raw or let mature to a winter squash which keeps
well. South America.
SWISS CHARD ~100 seeds/ 3.50$
3252- Blonde de Lyon. An exceedingly rare old heirloom leaf beet from Lyon, France, with paler green leaves than most swiss chard
varieties. The fleshy white stems are used in France as an asparagus substitute.
3250- Fordhook Giant, Broad dark-green heavily crumpled leaves with white veins and stalks. Plants grow 60-70cm high with 5cm wide
stalks. Abundant crops all season and even after the first light frosts. 50-60 days.
3270- Golden Chard. A nice heirloom strain from Abundant Life Seed Foundation.
Emerald green baby leaves with yellow stems are especially mild and sweet cut salad. Stem color intensifies with age.
3275- Rainbow mix. Mixed colored chard from yellow, pink, red and green. Spectacular range of colors throughout the entire season. 5060 days.
3260- Rhubarb. Deep crimson stalks and leaf veins contrast sharply with dark green heavily crumpled leaves. Sure to be a standout
variety for home gardeners and market growers alike. 50-60 days.
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TOBACCO ~100 seeds/ 3.50$
8380- Black Sea Samsun Turkish. This Turkish tobacco is among the best Turkish money can buy. Originating in the Samsun region of
Turkey, along the Black Sea, this tobacco is renowned for its unique rich flavor. This plant has smaller leaves than other strains, but a very
distinctive aroma.
8440- Burley: Tabasco burley var. compact. A fine strain that is used for its hardiness and smooth flavor. A must for cigarette making. This
plant grows fast and is a high yield producer.
8460- Canadian Virginia. A good, high yielding tobacco with large leaves that cure to a light color usually, excellent cigarette blend.
8360- Cerimonial Mayan. (Nicotiana rustica ) Maya tobacco was grown for many uses. It was smoked for pleasure, and when powdered
and mixed with lime it was chewed, it served a function similar to snuff. It was used as an all-purpose remedy for a wide range of maladies;
a tobacco gourd was worn as a badge of office by female practitioners of medicine and by midwives. Tobacco was burned as an offering to
the gods. It was believed to have magical powers and was used in divination, to induce trances, or as a talisman to ward off evil.
8500-Farmer Smith’s smoking tobacco: Heritage tobacco variety. Tall plant with big tobacco leaves and pink flowers. Excellent
pesticide.
8470- Gold Seal Special Burley. An up right variety with more leaves than most varieties. Is taller than most varieties on the market.
Cures a golden color. Good cigarette selection, one of the heaviest producers.
8490- Havana. The best Havana for home use. Fast maturing in 65 days. High yield. Good for cigars and chew. Good in the North
8450-Monte Calme Brun. A good, high yielding tobacco with large leaves that cure to a light color usually, excellent cigarette blend
8480- Perique. The famous and rare Louisiana tobacco. Originally grown by the Indians and fermented and pressed on hollow logs, this is
a very potent tobacco. Usually used mixed with milder types.
TOMATILLO ~50 seeds/3.50$
3013- Tomatillo mix. Mix of different tomatillo, green, purple, small and bigger ones
3010- Tomatillo, green. Mexican husk tomato, prolific bushy plant grows 3-4' tall and across, does well in partial shade. Green 2" sweet
fruits are ripe when the fruits burst through husk. 80 days.
3012 - Plaza Latino Giant. 90 days. 3 in. fruits, the largest tomatillo we’ve ever grown! Larger fruits make for faster harvests. These
tomatillos won’t drop to the ground; harvest by pulling them off the plants when ripe (yellow- green fruits). Fruits keep well.
3020-Purple Tomatillo - Variety with exceptional appearance and taste. Deep violet skin color bleeds into flesh with green centers. Much
sweeter than the green types with a musky flavor that is superb when eaten right from the plant. Great grilled on kabobs or in salsas. 75-80
days.
3040-Tomatillo Deep purple. Dark Purple variety, prolific and productive. Smaller 4-5 cm fruits with dark purple skin and flesh in paper
husks. Selected for dark purple color throughout the fruit. Sharper flavor than green tomatillos, very sweet, great grilled, makes an
attractive purple salsa. 60-90 days
TURNIPS Packs are 3.50$
5070- Purple top globe turnip. Widely used by home gardeners and market growers since before 1880. Uniform smooth white globes
are best for eating when 5-8cm in diameter. Sweet mild fine-grained white flesh. Excellent quality. 45-65 days. ~300 seeds
5071- Golden Globe Turnip. Delicious, sweet, light-yellow roots are very mild. They are fine- grained and tender. This heirloom was
introduced before 1888. It’s hardy and a good keeper. 45-65 days. ~150 seeds
5073- Scarlet Ohno Revival Turnip. Hot pink skins are vibrant and semi-flattened with white interiors. Flesh is mild and crunchy.
Excellent for baby roots or greens with a signature pink streak. Best harvested when 5cm wide and traditionally used for pickling. Greens
have long strap shaped leaves and are smooth with a pinkish purple mid-rib. ~150 seeds
5074- Turnip Seven Top. Seven Top does not grow a turnip root - it puts all of its energy into growing the best turnip greens you have
ever tasted. There are not many greens more nutritious and tasty when steamed, stir-fried, or used in salads. Seeds can also be used for
sprouts. ~150 seeds
WATERMELON 20 seeds/$3.50
5635- Blacktail Mountain. One of the earliest watermelons we know of, superb for the north, but it also grows well in heat and drought.
The flesh is red and deliciously sweet, the fruit have a dark rind and weigh 4- 5 kg each. 70 days.
5642- Bozeman 70-80 days. Light green skinned watermelon with some speckles. Oblong slightly pear shaped fruit are large for such an
early melon. Good flavor and good keeper for a month or two with few seeds and pink red flesh. 70 days
5643- Early Canada. Enjoy this oblong variety with dark green stripes, red flesh and reddish brown seeds. Foliage attracts bees for better
garden pollination. For best results, harvest when underside turns from white to yellow. 70-90 days
5636- Early Moonbeam 2-4kg. One of the best melons for northern climates, it is sweet, early and productive. Yellow fleshed with a thin
rind. 75 days.
5641-Golden Midget. A beautiful miniature watermelon that weighs around 1.5kg. It's easy to tell when they are ripe as the rind turns a
lovely golden yellow when ready for harvest, a very beautiful contrast with the salmon-pink colored flesh. The taste is sweet and refreshing.
Very early, matures in just 70 days.
5645- Micky Lee. A small, round 4-6kg fruit with a rind pattern similar to that of Charleston Gray, very firm dark red flesh with a tough rind
and small seeds. Resistant to fusarium wilt race 1and anthracnose race 1. Flavor and texture are very good.
5640- Mountain sweet. Long, 7-10 kg fruits. Dark-yellow flesh and black seeds. Quite productive. Very high sugar content. 95-100 days.
5630- Sugar Baby A dependable variety that produces round, sweet watermelons about 20cm in diameter and weighing roughly 4- 5kg.
The flesh is crisp, red, sweet and juicy with very few seeds. The skin turns dark red when fully ripe. 75 days.
5637- Sweet Siberian. Medium-sized, light- green, oblong melons weigh about 4-5 kg. Extremely sweet, juicy apricot-colored flesh, small
black seeds. 80-85 days.
5631- White wonder. 80 days. This rare variety produces a good crop of 2-4 kg icebox-size melons. Creamy white flesh is crisp with a
fresh sweet taste. Green with darker green stripes
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HERBS all are 3.50/pack
6580-Allheal Prunella vulgaris Perennial. As name suggests, infusion is effective medicine for most internal and external wounds due to its
astringent action. Also as a gargle for sore throat. ~50 seeds
6000- Anise-Hyssop: agastache foeniculum. Perennial. Attractive honey plant; produces abundant nectar which yields a light fragrant
honey. Strongly anise-scented; delightful for tea or as culinary seasoning. Showy blue flowers ~100 seeds
6860-Basil Blue Spice. Ocimum basilicum. What a treat this basil is! For the nose it has a spicy fragrance with a vanilla overtone. For the
eye it has lovely inflorescences with light purple flowers set on deep purple bracts. And for the palate it can be used in fruit salads, with
poultry and probably in many other dishes where you would use sweet basil. Ht. 40cm ~50 seeds
6850- Basil Holy Musky, fragrant flowers and foliage excellent for tea and medicinal purposes. Also known as Holy basil. Worshiped by
Hindis as Tulasi, the incarnation of the goddess. Flowers are refreshing added to ice water or dried for tea. ~50 seeds
6020- Basil, cinnamon. Ocimum basilicum . From Mexico. Growth habit is similar to that of regular sweet basil, with a distinctive
cinnamon taste and odor. Mexicans like to place a vase of fresh cut herb on the dinner table to ward off insects. Curiously, they do not
seem to use it much in cuisine, despite its superb flavor. ~50 seeds
6820– Basil, Genovese. Ocimum basilicum. Annual. Leaf-leaf type from the Genoa area of Italy, the pesto capital of the world. ~100
seeds
6060- Basil, lemon. Ocimum basilicum. Annual Intensely fragrant of lemon. Ideal for tea and potpourri. Compact bush habit. ~50 seeds.
6830- Lettuce Leaf. Ocimum basilicum. A sweeter pesto type with high yields. Large plant with medium-dark green leaves up to 10cm
long. Compared to Genovese, the scent and taste are sweeter and less clove- like. Ht. 60-75cm. ~100 seeds
6810- Mix Basil. mixture of 5 different kind of basil. Sweet, Purple, Thai, Genovese and lemon ~100 seeds
6070- Basil Rosie - Intense dark purple-red color with very uniform germination and stand. Keep flowering buds pinched for better leaf
production. ~50 seeds
6050- Basil, Thai. Ocimum basilicum. Similar to anise basil, but the flavor and fragrance is distinctively less licorice-like. This is the true
strain used in Vietnamese and Thai cooking. ~50 seeds
6440-Borage. Borago officinalis. Annual. Known as the "Herb of Gladness" for its exhilarating effect. Try adding chopped young leaves
and flowers to salads or summer drinks. On those sweltering summer days, cool off with iced borage tea, adding honey and lemon juice to
taste. ~25 seeds
6080- Calendula: calendula officinalis. Annual. (Pot Marigold) Flower petals give delicate flavor and strong color to salads, omelets and
cheese, and is used as a saffron substitute for rice. Invaluable in first-aid skin lotions and ointments. ~25 seeds
6100- Catnip: nepeta cataria. Perennial. Medicinal tea-plant. Favorite of cat lovers, for cats relish the intoxicating leaves. Tea is a popular
nightcap, as it induces a good night's sleep. Remedy for colds and fevers. ~50 seeds
6490-German chamomile Matricaria recutita Annual. Medicinal tea-plant. (reseeds itself). The most prolific producer of flowers ~100
seeds
6110- Celandine: chelidonium majus. Perennial. Uses: medicinal. Latex juice mixed with vinegar is said to remove warts and corns.
Decoction is useful for stomach pains and inflammation of the bilary duct. ~50 seeds
6120- Chervil: anthriscus cerefolium. Annual. Luscious green leaves have special subtle flavor. Traditionally used in all spring soups and
salads. Can improve every dish in which parsley is used. Curled leaves make a handsome garnish. ~100 seeds
6130- Chives: allium schoenoprasum. Perennial. Regular onion chives. Besides using the leaves, try the pretty purple flowers, separated
into florets, in salads for color and flavor. ~50 seeds
6140- Cilantro: coriandrum sativum. Annual. The piquant flavor of fresh coriander leaves, so essential in authentic Chinese and Latin
American cuisines, has become very popular in recent years. ~50 seeds
6380- Cutting Celery Apium graveolens Sturdy dark green foliage has rich aroma and taste, regenerates quickly after cutting. Imparts the
same flavor to stews and soups as conventional celery. Both its thin hollow stems and its leaves can be used fresh or dried. Grows up to
75cm. ~100 seeds
6150- Dill Dukat. Very aromatic dill with beautiful, dark green, feathery foliage. The upright plant produces plentiful yields of both green dill
and umbels and has a high content of essential oils. ~50 seeds
6340- Dill Greensleeves. Dark green dill that is leafy and great for fresh bunches. Resists early bolting and suitable for all season
growing. ~50 seeds
6160- Echinacea: echinacea purpurea. Perennial. Highly regarded blood purifier used in the treatment of diseases caused by impurities.
Said to increase bodily resistance to infection by strengthening the immune system. Rich reddish-purple daisies appear from July to
September. ~25 seeds
6180- Epazote. Chenopodium ambrosoides. Extremely aromatic species used as a cooking herb, judiciously in salad, and for medicinal
and veterinary use as a vermifuge, hence it’s folk name, “wormseed.” Leaves are 5-7cm long, 1.5cm wide with a crisp texture and very
resinous flavor. Flowering plants are attractive to the same beneficials as other Chenopodiums, especially small aphid-eating autumn
syrphids. ~100 seeds
6190- Evening Primrose: oenothera biennis, Biennial. The latter is very active biologically regulating such functions as the vessel and
immune systems. Chronic complaints such as PMS disappear. Roots can be eaten as a vegetable; shoots as a salad. ~100 seeds
6210- Feverfew: tanacetum parthenium. Perennial. A medical survey in England indicates that 1 to 4 leaves of feverfew infused in a tea or
eaten in a sandwich daily reduce the number and severity of migraine attacks in some sufferers. It even has pleasant side effects including
a sense of well-being, lack of tension and relief from arthritis. ~100 seeds
6220- Garlic Chives: allium tuberosum. Perennial. Flat leaved variety from Japan. Combination of garlic and chives. Has become popular
wherever regular chives are used. Showy white flowers. ~50 seeds
6240- Hyssop: hyssopus officinalis. Perennial Decorative plant with a refreshing aromatic scent. Slightly bitter leaves are finely chopped
on salad, game meats, soups and stews. Helps digestion. Essential oil used in perfumery. Showy spikes of blue flowers. ~50 seeds
6250- Lemon Balm: melissa officinalis. Perennial. Fresh leaves burst of lemon when squeezed. A truly delightful tea made from the dried
leaves is our favorite "anytime" tea as it both stimulates the heart and calms the nerves. We urge everyone to try it. Fresh chopped leaves
are also interesting in salads, soups and stews. Proven effective against herpes. ~50 seeds
6270- Lovage: levisticum officinale. Perennial. Leaves possess excellent flavoring qualities for soups, stews and casseroles. Flavor is
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reminiscent of celery, and of the famous yeast extract, Maggi. Can replace meat and bone stock in soups. Also gives the character to
vegetable, meat and fish dishes. Vigorous tall growing herb; one of the first to return in spring. ~25 seeds
6730- Marshmallow Althaea officinalis. The slimy roots used to be boiled to a jelly to make the confectionery named after it; in France
dried marsh-mallow roots are still sold as a soother for teething babies to chew on. Perennial (hardy in zones 3-9). Noted for soothing
irritations and inflammations of the skin, throat, eyes, lungs and urinary organs. ~25 seeds
6280- Milk Thistle: silybum marianum. Annual. Striking plant. Its glossy leaves are painted with veins of creamy white which, according to
tradition, originated from the milk of the Virgin which once fell upon a plant. Important tonic herb for the liver. ~25 seeds
6450 Kansai Mitsuba: A Japanese tri-leaved green, also called Japanese parsley. Tender and aromatic leaves and stem. Vigorous
growing and disease tolerant.
6290- Mullein: verbascum thapsus. Biennial.. Striking yellow flower stalks rise from a woolly leaf base in the second year. Good remedy
for coughs, hoarseness and bronchitis. ~100 seeds
6300- Brown Mustard Most commonly used in Indian cooking and the most pungent of all mustard seeds. They are tiny with a slightly
reddish hue to some seeds. ~100 seeds
6310- Oregano : origanum vulgare. Perennial. This is the true oregano collected wild in the mountains of Greece. White flowers; very
hardy. Excellent flavor. ~100 seeds
6320- Parsley curly: petroselinum crispum Biennial. The most popular type for garnishing with finely cut, tightly curled leaves. Strong
aroma and flavor. Standard curled parsley. Good flavor. ~50 seeds
6330- Parsley Italian: Petroselinum crispum neapolitanum. Biennial. Adds true European character to soups and stews. Dark green,
glossy leaves, strong flavor. Very popular.~50 seeds
6640 - Roselle (Hibiscus sabdariffa) An edible hibiscus originally from southeast Asia. The dried seed pods have a variety of edible uses,
most popularly in the flavoring of fruit beverages. The plant itself is ornamental as well, owing to its bright red stems and red veined leaves.
Start Roselle seeds indoors in 4-6 inch pots. Germination temperature is at 80 degrees.It is important to not allow the plant to get root
bound in the pot. Transplant after the last frost date. These plants can get very large. Plant 4-5 feet apart.
6560- Rue. Ruta graveolens. The lacy blue green leaves bring a lovely texture to the garden. Flowers are chartreuse-yellow. Only 60cm
tall, this woody perennial makes a great accent. Grows in the driest areas.
Leaves may cause skin irritation. ~15 seeds
6350- Sage: salvia officinalis. Perennial. The main culinary varieties popular with onions for poultry stuffing and for flavoring rich meats like
pork or duck. Sage tea gargle is valuable for sore throat. Grey-green pebbly leaves, pale blue flowers. The most commonly grown culinary
variety. ~15 seeds
6700-Shiso Green. (Perilla frutescens) A Japanese green variety. Green crinkled leaves with fantastic flavor, mostly used for Sushi. Very
productive. ~50 seeds
6710- Shiso Korean This Korean variety produces large green leaves, which are often used in Korean gourmet food. Young leaves have
a unique flavor between mint and basil. In addition to use in sushi, garnish and soups, Korean like to use young large raw leaves to wrap
and eat with cooked food. The plant grow vigorously in warm climates and can be grown in containers as decorative plants. ~50 seeds
6370- Sorrel: rumex acetosa. Perennial. True French sorrel, although garden sorrel is much more commonly used for sorrel soup. Smaller
leaves are more concentrated in flavor and a little will go a long way. ~25 seeds
6600- ST. Johnswort Hypericum perforatum Perennial. Noted for its calming effect; valuable for nervous disorders such as insomnia,
depression and bedwetting. The oil has remarkable soothing and healing action when rubbed into painful joints and strained muscles.
Bright yellow flowers. Active constituent is hypericin. ~50 seeds
6430- Summer Savory: satureja hortensis. Annual. Delicate, aromatic little plant grows quickly in rich soil. Used in bean, pea and lentil
recipes. ~100 seeds
6620– Sweet marjoram Origanum majorana Annual. Leaves add strong, spicy flavor to soups, sauces, stuffing, stews. Rubbing with fresh
leaves before roasting improves all strong meats. Adds special flavor to sausages and meatloaf. ~100 seeds
6470- Thyme: thymus. Perennial (German or Winter Thyme) Most popular variety. Broad dark green leaves. Robust growth habit. ~100
seeds
6630 - Valerian. Valeriana officinalis Perennial. Excellent sedative action. Widely used to allay pain, nervous unrest, migraine, and
insomnia.
640-Woad Isatis tinctoria Uses: dyeplant medicinal. For ages the main source of blue dye in Europe, until the introduction of indigo in the
17th century. Contains the same dyestuff as indigo, though in lower concentration. Because it is hardy (unlike indigo) woad is still grown for
natural dyeing.
FLOWERS packs are 3.50$
7020- Mexican Sunflower: 8cm wide flowers on strong branching plants with velvety dark green leaves. Blooms midsummer to frost.
Loves hot dry sites. Ht. 2m. ~25 Seeds.
7510- Morning Glory Grandpa Ott’s Ipomoea purpurea. Beautiful deep-purple flower with a red star in its throat. Reliably self-seeds each
year. Plants grow 5m or more if given support. Self-seeding hardy annual. ~25 seeds.
7000- Nasturtium, Jewel mix. An easy to grow, compact nasturtium for gardens and planters producing colorful double blooms of light
yellow, orange and deep red. Blooms until frost. ~25 Seeds
7080- Nicotiana: nicotiana alata. Pastel flowers. 1m plant. good trap for potato beetles. Lots of showy trumpet-shaped 7cm flowers.
Annual, ~100 seeds
7160 - Cornflower. A mix of purple, blue, pink, and white papery blossoms are excellent in the garden. The flowers are edible. Deadhead
spent flowers to prolong the bloom period, and to keep plants looking tidy. Seed must be pre-chilled for 5 days @ 40°F/4°C before sowing.
Cover seed with0.25 in/6 mm of fine soil, and firm lightly. Germinate @ 65 - 70°F/18 - 21°C for 7 days in total darkness. We recommend a
thin sowing, to allow seedlings to develop stocky growth.
7410 - Malva Zebrina. Malva 'Zebrina' is a popular heirloom flower with pale pink flowers striped purple. It blooms the first year from seed,
so it can be grown as an annual where it's not hardy. Cut the plants back for repeat bloom and to reduce self sowing.
7700 – Danish Flag. The origins of the Danish Flag poppy, or “Danebrog,” predate 1888. The white spots at the base of the red frilled
petals form a cross in the centre of the blooms, resembling the flag of Danmark. Single blooms on blue-green foliage about 2' high.
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Seedpods are ideal in dried flower arrangements.
8220 - Johnny-jump-up. Perky little flowers with lavender, yellow and white faces. Edible Plants are exceedingly free-blooming from
spring through autumn. Self-seeding biennial, 5-6" tall
7430- Ornamental millet. Purple Majesty. Young plants are green-leaved, direct sunlight induces the purple leaf color. The immature
spikes can be cut and used dramatically in floral arrangements. Left on the plant, the millet seed spike attracts birds that snack on seed.
8240 - Hardy Hibiscus are vigorously growing, herbaceous, perennial flowering shrubs. They are hardy in zones 4 through 9. The flowers
of the hardy hibiscus come in shades of pink, white, lavender and red and can grow 6 to 10 inches in width.
8250 - Sweet Williams. Blooms first year from seed. Fragrant, single flowers in red, white, pink, purple and bicolors. Zones 5-9. Best
grown as an annual. Ht. 24-30".
8330- Hollyhocks, pink. 5' plant. Alcaea rosea. Dark pink single flowers characterize this heirloom hollyhock which blooms the second
year. Biennial lasts 3-4 years in favorable conditions. ~25 seeds
7910-Sunflower, Mammoth If you like to grow giant sunflowers, then Mammoth is by far your best choice. This huge single flowered type
produces heads a foot or more across and stand 4m or more in height. ~25 seeds
7960- Sunflower mix. Mixture of different sizes and colors. ~25 Seeds
7030- Zinnia, Sunbow. Double mixed color flowers. 5cm flower on 75cm plant. excellent for cut flowers. ~50 seeds
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